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,Keith Stockdale: A Tragedy of Ameri_can Justice Once Again 
The Black Voia News 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 
Members of t>ne of Southern 
California's leading churches, 
Black community groups and 
parents are outraged over the 
staggering sentence of 46 years to 
life given to Keith Stockdale, a 15 
year old African-American male, 
who wa~ slapped with one of the 
stiffest sentences ever handed down 
Volume 28 Number 25 
Federal JudgeRoberctkTimlin froze-all 
th~ pro~eedings in the lawsuit file<! hy 
Tyisha Miller's family against the city qf 
Riverside for 15 days late Monday. . '"' · 
Tirnlin's order allows the Riverside city 
attorney's office and the city's lead 
defense lawyer, Skip Millet of Los 
Angeles, to pursue an appeal of Timlin's 
July I 8 decision to disqualify them 
hecause of a possible conflict of interest. 
' Timlin decided the city attorney and 
Skip Miller had a potential conOict of 
V interest because they once represented 
Paul Bugar and Daniel Hotard. who were 
fired and are suing to get their jobs back. 
In court papers filed last week, the city 
and Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr., the Miller 
family's lawyer, saicl JI. settlement could be 
in the offering f;,ecau,!)e ~ · dpllru: figure has 
t,een agreed 'upon, although Tyisha 
Miller's family has d•sputed that. 
Year 2000 Grand 
Session Was A Success 
T h e 
m~m.ber$ ◊f 
to a youth. Stockdale was 
convicted for allegedly raping three 
teen-aged White girls. 
"This may be another case of a 
racial and legal travesty that entraps 
many young Black men," says Earl 
Ofari Hutchinson. director of the 
National Alliance for Positive· 
Action. "This case certainly 
demands immediate action." ' 
Legal experts say the average 
prison sentence in adult rape cases 
where no weapon is used and the 
perpetrator has no prior record is 4-
6 years. The arresting officer, the 
judge, prosecutor, and the court 
appointed psychologist in the case 
were White. Stockdale's family and 
supporters called the verdict' a 
"travesty" and hinted that Stockdale 
was the victim of a legal lynching. 
Keith Stockdale 
The National Alliance and church 
members call for Stockdale 's Dr. Tracv Shaw 
release pending appeal of his 
conviction; an immediate 
investigation by State Attorney 
General Bill Lockyer of alleged 
irregularities in the trial and 
sentencing of Stockdale; an 
imme~iate review by Governor 
Gray Davis and the State 
Legislature of the massive 
d.isparities in the sentencing of 
Black and · Latino youth in 
California's juvenile courts. 
See STOCKDALE on Page A-8 
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Local Women Respond to RNC Call for Inclusion 
Ret. General Colin Powli!I 
The Black Voice News 
By Hardy Brown 
Ret. Educator Sylvia Martin-
James 
Diana Orchard 
RIVERSIDE General Colin Powell , Ret. former 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
o ened the Re ublic National Convention 
with a bang last Monday by calling for 
more inclusion of minorities under the 
Grand Old Party's (GOP) big tent. His call 
_was met with mostly silence from the 
obviously conservative audience. However, 
that did not stop Powell from making it 
clear to the Republicans that if they want to 
_be the party of Lincoln they will have to 
wear the mantle of Lincoln by showing 
more concern for the "have nots" of our 
country. He challenged them to be just as 
outraged when they look at the Affirmative 
Action Programs for the wealty as they are 
when it comes to Affirmative Action for a 
few minorities who are simply seeking a 
better life through a better education. While 
Powell praised his former bosses George 
Bush and Dick Cheney for their leadership 
during his tenure in their administration. 
He appeared to understand that trying to 
change the GOP will be like pulling teeth 
from chickens. · 
In response to the call for inclusion, local 
women from Riverside called a press 
conference the day after Powell 's speech 
and Sylvia Martin-James said , "the 
Republicans are like chameleon, lizar_ds 
changing with what appears popular. They 
do not mean any of the things Powell said 
nor his wife." They are putting on a good 
show for television . They, howe ver, 
weren't buying what the new party of 
Lincoln was trying to sell. 
Martin-James, a retired educator 
continued: "They 'want chartered schools 
versus more money to better train our 
See LOCAL WOMEN on Page A-8 
Local Teachers Leam About Struggles and Triumphs Baca Discusses Drug Future 
The Black ¼1ice Nein 
By John Rezendez-Herrick 
Avery Fowler stood hunched over in the basement 
awash in history. 
More than 150 years ago African Americans 
escaping enslavement found refuge beneath the Col. 
Charles Young house outside Xenia, Ohio. And 
Fowler struggled to get a handle on their journey. 
"How did they do it?" said Fowler, a teacher at 
Highland Pacific Elementary School. ''I thought the 
only way they could have done this was through a 
sense of desperation. This was their only hope so 
they might have gladly done it." 
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SAN BERNARDINO 
Reoresentative Joe Baca (D-
Rialto). citing a Congressional study 
showing Inland Empire seniors 
being hit hard by exorbitant 
prescription drug prices. is 
supporting a Democratic proposal in 
Congress that would provide seniors 
with a prescription drug benefit 
under Medicare as well as access to 
the same price discounts currently 
available to the Federal government 
and other institutional customers. Representative Joe Baca 
Fowler and 16 other teachers from Riverside and 
San Bernardino counties are following the route 
Africans fleeing enslavement took toward freedom. 
The third Footsteps to Freedom effort led by Black 
Voice News co-publisher Cheryl Brown immerses 
teachers in the rush to liberty along the famed 
Underground Railroad. The program is sponsored 
by the Black Voice News, the National Park Service 
and supported by the offices of education from the 
The teachers are searching for history frotn the 
hushed archives of the Cincinatti Public· Library to 
the rich corn fields of Ohio. 
"This is outrageous that during 
this \ime of prosperity and economic 
growth millions of America's senior 
citizens are being forced into 
poverty because of exorbitant prices 
for prescription drugs." Baca said. 
"While there is so much focus on 
corporate profits and the bottom 
line, we need to remember that we 
arc a nati on of people - - of all 
people -- and that we cannot allow 
such pain and suffering to continue 
for America ' s elderly and 
uninsured," he said. 
"What we are talking about are 
See UGRR on Page A-8 See BACA on Page A-8 
Present Community Review Poli_ce Commission Has Ties With Law Enforcement Past 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Mary Shelton 
Last week, Mayor Ron· Loveridge and 
the City Council appointed nine 
individuals to serve on the newly formed 
Community Review Police Commission. 
And the one characteristic that the majority 
of them had in common was an extensive 
background in law enforcement, a 
development which has cast a pallor over 
this Commission even before it has heard 
its first case. 
The process of appointing members to 
the Commission went fairly smoothly, in 
terms of filling the first eight slots. That 
changed when it came down to filling the 
final position, when it became clear that 
there was a tie between three people. The 
deadlock took four rounds of voting to 
break. 
Two candidates received unanimous 
approval from Loveridge and the Council 
immediately. 
Shermella Egson, a former Los Angeles 
Police Department officer and the current 
pastor of the Allen Chapel AME Church in 
downtown Riverside was the first member 
of the Commission to be selected. Next in 
line, was William Howe, a veteran law 
enforcement officer, who served as the 
Chief of the University of California, 
Riverside Police Department before his 
retirement. William Redsecker, is the 
current Chief of Intelligence for United 
States Customs at March Air Force 
Reserve Base and has over 40 years 
experience in law enforcement including a 
stint as an operative agent for the Central 
Intelligence Agency. In his interview in 
front of Loveridge and the Counci-1 last 
month, he stated that he believed that the 
problems did not lie with the 
administration of the Riverside Police 
Department, but the way it is perceived. 
Gloria Huerta works at the Ben Clark 
Training Academy, teaching Emergency 
Medical Training to students including 
officers from the Riverside Police 
Department. Her husband was a law 
enforcement officer with the Corona Police 
Departmen{ until his retirement in 1993. 
During her interview when asked how she 
would evaluate testimony from members of 
the public as opposed to staff members, she 
said she would be fair, but that "public 
comment is often swayed by emotion." 
Nicholas Goldware, an executive vice-
president of Talbot Insurance and Financial 
Services worked as a reserve officer in the 
Riverside Police Department for 10 years. 
His selection created some controversy 
because Loveridge was concerned about 
having two Commission members who 
were employed by the same company. 
Candidate Michael Watts was supported 
in the selection process by several council 
members, most notably Laura Pearson. 
Watts is a current vice president of Talbot 
Insurance and was a sergeant with the 
Riverside Police Department until his 
retirement 18 years ago. The impasse on 
this issue was finally broken when Pearson 
See COMMISSION on Page A-8 
Keith _Lee Chosen to Oversee ec.,onomic Development 
The Black Voice News train county 
SAN BERNARDINO residents to work 
Keith Lee, director of the county's Jobs for those 
and Employment Services Department employers, link 
since 1991, has been chosen from a field of trained workers 
53 applicants to fill the newly created with those 
position of Associate Administrative employers, and 
Officer for the county's Economic coordinate these 
Development and Public Services Group. efforts with 
Effective yesterday, Lee will oversee cities in the 
four departments recently grouped together county. 
bh & • h "Lee's y t e county to ,oster econorruc growl Keith Lee 
and Economic and Cqmmunity appointment 
Development, Redevelopment, Jobs and brings into focus the vision the Board of 
Employment Services and Land Use Supervisors and I have of a county that 
Services. takes a proactive approach to creating 
Those departments will work together quality jobs," said County Administrative 
under Lee's leadership to put to better use Officer William H. Randolph. 
the economic development resources of.the ~ Lee excelled as the county;s longtime 
county to bring ~mployers into the county, • director of Jobs ~d Employment Services, 
forming partnerships with countless local 
businesses and taking on a large part of the 
new mandates of the 1996 welfare reform 
laws. 
"Lee's management style is characterized 
by collaboration and cooperation. These 
will be essential elements in making the 
new partnership between our four 
economic development departments a 
success," said John Goss, the county's 
Assistant Administrative Officer for the 
Economic Development and Public 
Services Group, and Lee's direct 
supervisor. 
"Keith has an excellent understanding of 
the local labor market," Goss said. "He also 
has a well-established, positive working 
relationship with the county's cities, school 
districts, business community and non-
profit organizations, which will be 
important in developing, implementing and 
supporting economic d~velopment plans." 
The Board of Supervisors created Lee's 
new position on March 14 at the suggestion 
of Randolph as part of a historic 
reorganization of county government. 
Besides this increased and focused 
emphasis on economic development, the 
reorganization plan placed the county's 
social services and health care func tions 
under one administrator to better serve 
residents . It also afforded the county's 
fiscal departments a higher level of 
supervision to better monitor county 
spending and foster the public's trust in 
county government. 
Lee emerged from a field of 53 
applicants. The finalists were interviewed 
by a panel comprised of local government 
SN LEE on Page A-8 
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Editorial 
Should We Follow 
The Example? 
By Hardy Brown 
Iii the bibie there is a story of a 
man standing before a judge for not 
being able to pay his bill. The judge 
showed· mercy on the man and did 
not put him in jail which the judge had every right to do 
based on the l~w. This man being grateful for what the 
judge had done went out of the courtroom and happened to 
see a man who owed him less money than what he had just 
been shown mercy for by the judge. The released man 
demanded his money from the man who could not pay him 
at the time. The requester then proceeded to fight for his 
money and wouldn't you .know it someone saw this and 
reported him to the judge. The judge wanted to know why 
didn't the man show mercy to his debtor like he had been 
shown. 
This story came to mind when I thought of the situation in 
San Bernardino County involving all of the corruption that 
has plagued the county for the past couple of years by top 
officials. Thos.e in authority used everything within their 
power to convict Jeff Wright and others who would question 
their authority or speak out in public meetings. At that time 
Wright and others were not breaking a law but just being 
irritating, so the government created a law to limit the 
amount of time persons could speak. It became known as 
the three minute rule_. Wright challenged the rule by 
continuing to speakout on every issue on the agenda while 
exceeding the time limit. His actions created animosity 
among some members of the council ·and they had him 
arrested and later put in jail where he is now serving Qut a 
sentence of two years for disturbing a public meeting. 
Think of that, two years for speaking out against 
corruption and landing in jail while the individuals you 
were warning the public about get one year probation and a 
fine. In some cases the corruptors will not get any time 
because they are turning in their friends who stole the same 
money that Jeff was trying to warn the public about. What 
should the judge do in this situation? It appears on the 
surface that crime pays and if you speak out against crime 
you become the individual who serve for their crime. 
Well if we revisit the Bible story we'll discover that once 
the judge found out what the man to whom he had shown 
mercy had done, he changed his ruling and ordered this 
once forgiven man to pay his exorbitant debt in full. This of 
course landed him in jail. The question then becomes, do we 
ignore the message of this biblical passage and allow those 
keeping Wright in jail for his minor offense to go free? Or, · 
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To Be Equal 
Huge B. Price 
By Hugh B. Price 
?'r~sident National Urban leagt,fe 
As the National Urban League 
convenes its annual conference, this 
year in its birthplace, New York 
City, it's important to recall why 
the League was founded 90 years 
ago. 
It was founded to help the Negro 
American migrants from the rural 
Soufh, then beginning to flood into 
the cities of the East and Midwest, 
adjust to the demands of urban 
living and gain the education and 
job skills they needed to have a 
viable chance to improve their 
lives. 
The point of this recoll ectio n 
isn't to indulge in nostalgia. It's a 
reminder that the work we have 
before us now is powered by the 
same fundamental motive and need. 
That is to help African 
Americans gain the full measure of 
their American citizenship: the 
unfettered enjoyment of civil rights 
and an unrestricted opportunity to 
pursue economic advancement. 
For all the advances Black 
America has recorded since the 
League 's crea ti,on in 1910, and 
especially since the civil rights 
victories of the 1960s. that goal still 
Black America's Challen·ge: Going Back to the Future 
remains some distance away. The 
trenchant essays in the Urban 
League's annual scholarly journal, 
The State of Black America 2000, 
which we've just published, make 
that clear. 
Millions of Black "families have 
yet to make the journey to the 
economic mainstream -- the 
journey from wel~ dependence 
to economic indep~nden~ from 
isolation to assimilatio~ from 
poverty to prosperity. 
Getting the roughly one-third of 
Black Americans still in economic 
distress squarely into the middle 
class is the main unfinished 
business facing Black America --
and America. 
In succeeding columns, I'll 
explore more specifically how that 
can be accomplished. But I can 
declare here what one facet of that 
approach for African Americans 
must inclu9e: We've got to go back 
to our past in order to go forward to 
our future. 
By that I mean that if African 
Americans are to mount their next 
great surge toward the American 
mainstream, they must &ummon the 
inspiration and faith ~nd steely 
determination that enabled Blacks 
to triumph over Slavery and legal 
segregation with their humanity 
and patriotism intact. 
There's never been a better time 
in U.S. history to make that move 
than in the midst of a thoroughly 
robust economy. 
Three years ago at our annual 
conference in Washington DC. I 
declared that Economic Power is 
the Next Civil Rights Frontier. 
Some of the things Black 
America must take the lead in 
doing to cross that frontier include: 
Establishing community-based 
.program that equip our youth for,_ 
first , academic achievement, and, 
later, economic self-reliance. 
That's the purpose of the Campaign 
for African American Achievement 
we've launched with the Congress 
of National Black Churches and 
twenty Black professional 
organizations. 
Establishing programs that 
provide the training and counseling 
to help more breadwinners land 
good jobs, and become 
homeowners, and then become 
confident investors so that they can 
build a viable nest egg for their 
families. 
Establishing community-based 
technology centers that enable 
residents of poor and less-affluent 
neighborhoods to grasp the 
opportunity of today's 
technological revolution. 
But Black America cannot, and 
should not, be solely responsible 
for tapping the full measure of the 
"human capital" of its segment of 
the American population. That's 
the responsibility too, of the entire 
network of government agencies, 
and private institutions, including 
corporations and other businesses, 
that make up the society of which 
we' re a part. 
For example, America's powerful 
economy has been absorbing able 
workers at such a rate, particularly 
in high· tech fields, that many 
businesses are clamoring for 
Congress to pass· legislation that 
would raise the limit on guest 
workers destined for high-tech 
fields. (By some estimates, 
upwards of 400,000 jobs are 
unfilled. This costs the economy 
$4 billion annually in lost 
productivity. 
There's no doubt that immigrants 
and guest workers inject a vital 
energy into our economy and 
culture. 
But there's another solution to 
our labor shortage in the science 
and high-tech science ~ectors right 
under our noses: investing in 
homegrown talent. 
Blacks, Latinos and other 
underrepresented minorities 
comprise a quarter of America's 
workforce. Yet they hold less than 
7 percent of the jobs in these fields. 
So, Congress should shelve 
raising the ceiling for guest workers 
and promote instead the partnership 
of government, private-sector 
cQmpanies and community-based 
and nonprofit organizations to mine 
tlie untapped talent among those 
Americans thus far isolated from 
the technological revolution. 
This is hardly a "new" idea. In 
the 1950s the federal government. 
mobilized to overtake Russia in the· 
space race -- and grew an entire 
generation of world-class engineer 
by enticing young people into mat • 
and science with generous tuitiori: 
grants, loans and summer: 
internships. ' 
This kind of social program 
worked two generations ago. It's: 
not rocket science to figure out how; 
a national effort of similar scope: 
can work today. • 
Indeed, this is a great reason for: 
Washington to earmark some of' 
that record surplus it keep[s: 
boasting about -- to jumpstart the: 
journey of the least well-off among• 
us into the economic mainstream. • 
• • 
Is Cheney. ~ush's Idea of Inclusion? t. 
The Black \lt,ice New., 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson 
Within moments after George W. 
Bush picked hardline conservative 
Dick Cheney to be his Republican 
running mate, Al Gore beat a hot 
path to Jesse Jackson's Operation 
headquarters iri Chicago. He 
warned the mostly .Black gathering 
that Bush's much repeated vow to 
get more minorities in the GOP 
was nothing but a smoke and 
mirrors ploy to deceive Blacks and 
Latinos. 
This was easy for Gore to say. 
Cheney 's Congressional scorecard 
includes opposition to the Equal 
Rights Amendment, tough gun 
control laws, busing to achieve 
racial desegregation, federal 
funding for abortions, child 
nutrition programs, and a separate 
education department. His knee. 
jerk conservative voting record: 
was a made in heaven chance for• 
Gore to brand Bush a political. 
fraud when he claims that he wants; 
greater minority inclusion. • 
But if Bush blew his chance with. . 
See Bush/Cheney on Page A-8 ., 
BVN,Readers Speak Out: What's On Vou.r Mind? 
. 
DIVIDE & CONQUER 
The so-called Democrats practice 
"divide and conquer." They have 
divided us by class, sex, race, 
religion , generations and language 
groups into multiple constiluencies, 
each bought by some typicall y 
unconst'itutional government 
entitlement that Democrats can stay 
in power by defending. They have 
corrupted the cle'ctorate, subvertPrl 
our democratic system and 
undermined the foundations of our 
republic . They have divided 
income from work, knowledge 
from schooling, certification from 
achievement, advancement from 
merit, benefits from fiscal realities, 
morality from law, power from 
accountability, legislation from 
constitutional authority, voting 
from citizenship, individuals from 
responsibility, responsibilities from 
freedoms, punishment from crime, 
the right to life from prenatal lives, 
children from parental authority, 
fatherhood from family, religion 
from moral development, sex from 
love, commitment and marriage. 
The Democrats' success at 
dividing consequences from 
behavior has built a nation of 
• broken lives and a culture of 
dependency. Their socialist vision 
of utopia is a society of equal 
outcomes regardless of talent, 
effort, drive or virtue with all 
authority vested in an all-knowing 
central government - God, church 
and family having been eradicated. 
T~eir idea of democracy is voting 
the sticky-fingered, heavy hand of 




I KNow WHAT You HAVE DONE 
IN TEXAS 
As the Republican National 
Committee starts its show tonight 
with a wide variety of "convention 
night conversions" we will see that 
the party of compassionate 
conservatives will parade more 
people of diversity across their 
televised convention stage then 
Family Talks 
Joseph A. Balley, II M.D. 
In looking back, the history I was 
taught in Greensboro, North 
Carolina grade school as well as in 
college had almost no relevancy to 
that which would affect my life. 
Up through high school every other 
year we were taught USA history 
about White people. There was not 
a word about Blacks, Indians, or 
any other minority. The same 
applied every alternate year when 
we studied North Carolina history. 
Since none of that was interesting, I 
missed class a lot and was flunked 
despite getting "A's" on the 
examinations. What did concern 
me were the events that started 
during the Great Depression around 
the time of my birth. At that time, 
there arose the slogan "Last Hired 
and First Fired" to express job 
discrimination against Blacks. It 
still applies! 
·Hoping to get more consideration, 
in 1936 Blacks switched from the 
Republican Party of Abraham 
they have as delegates. A carefully 
planned photo op -complete with 
music lights and flash . 
Perhaps the public can be 
diverted from the real picture -- the 
GOP Platform. 
A platform is the blueprint of the 
party core beliefs and a legislative 
path. 
A picture is not necessarily 
always worth a 1000 words. Not if 
the picture is blown up to keep you 
away from the words. Actions, 
policy, history · and the Republican 
record speak far louder then a .,, .. 
See SPEAK OUT on Page A~ 
Black Progress on the Rise . . ., 
Lincoln to the Democratic Party. 
During the early l940's the 
NAACP stepped up its legal 
campaign against racial 
discrimination and CORE launched 
a sit-in at a Chicago restaurant in 
1943. World War II (1939-1945) 
opened up new economic 
opportunities for Negroes when 
President Roosevelt stopped racial 
discrimination in defense 
industries. President Truman 
desegregated the armed forces in 
1948. A further giant step occurred 
when the 1954 U.S . Supreme Court 
ruled that public school segregation 
was unconstitutional. This inspired 
Blacks to strike out boldly against 
other discrimination. Rosa Parks' 
1955 refusal to give her seat to a 
White man triggered a 382 day 
protest of Blacks who stopped 
riding city buses . This Black 
Power movement, led by Martin 
Luther King , Jr., broke the chief 
segregation bus laws of 
Montgomery, Alabama. The early 
1960's ci vii rights snowballing 
actions ended discrimination in 
many public places -- restaurants, 
hotels, theaters, cemeteries. Dr. 
King's "I Have A Dream" speech 
in August 1963 in Washington D.C. 
broke down even more de jure 
segregation (i.e. separation of the 
races by law). The voting Rights 
Act of 1965 resulted in more 
Blacks voting and the election of 
high numbers of Black officials. 
Meanwhile, poverty, crime, and 
hopelessness plagued most Black : ; 
communities, now known as : 
ghettos ("settlement outside city :'. 
walls"). Although affirmative : • 
acti~n was expanding the Black .,• 
middle class, unrest among ghetto :: 
Blacks exploded into a series of•• 
riots in the l 960's. Because the•• 
average Negro was still poorly :: 
housed, clothed, paid, and educated :: 
as well as suffering discrimination, :: 
police abuse, and poor health,;! 
Black militancy rose to:: 
.Prominence. This new breed urged :: 
Blacks to use violence whenever : 
necessary to preserve their rights. ~: 
Black Power was about trying to •: 
get Negroes to gain political and ~: 
economic control of their own •: 
communities, to reject the values of ~: 
Whites, and to form their own C: 1 
standards based on ancient African t: 
principles (e .g. a sense of:• ... 
community). Nevertheless, Black •: 
achievements were exploding -- :• 
more youth were getting an :: • education, business were :• 
increasing, Black writers, musical :: 
and theater groups were :: 
mushrooming, and Blacks •: :• continued to dominate all • :•: professional sports they entered. .•. 
Still much work remains to be done ::: 
by individuals, neighborhoods, and ::; 
political activists in order to erase ::; 
poverty and increase Black •: • 
·•·4 thriving. 1:•: , ..... 
• 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D 
.... . ' 
.;. __ ~_.....:........, ______ _.;;_~~..:..........---=--~---,-.--------;;::::i::"'"7.=.~mii 
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Improving Home · Improvement™ 
· Throughout its 54-year history, Lowe•s has valued· its 
relationships with customers, the communities served by 
its stores, its employees, and its business. partners . . 
. Cu.StOmers ... 
We are committed to providing great products, great service, 
fair prices, and great store environments. 
Communities.,'.~ · 
We are committed to being a solid corporate· citizen, including investing 
in community organizations and neighborhoods, and providing 
support to communiti~s in times of need. 
Employees ••. 
We are committed to providing a work environment in which every 
employee is· respected, valued, developed, fairly compensated, and 
motivated to contribute their fullest potential to the 
company's business objectives. 
. Business: Partners... , 
W~ are committed to providing all vendors full opportunity to 
· pompete for business partnerships with Lowe's. 
While heightening our abilities to make diversity and inclusion 
a natural part of the way we do business, . we proudly salute 
- African American newspapers! . 
For the Lowes store location nearest you call 1-800-44LOWES: 
es.co 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, Committed to Inclusion! 
I . ' 
j 
BUSINESS 
• Financial Child Care Available 
• Real Estate Would you like to ge,t a job? Or go to school? Are you going to have to quit your job? Do you face these problems because you can't find reliable care for your 
18 to 24 month old toddler? You need to check out the Mead Valley Child 
Development Center located at Mead Valley Community Center, 21091 Rider · 
Street, Perris. Call Sena Forde (909) 657-0686 for more infomiation. 
• Lifestyles 
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RCCAP Workshop Will Give Outstanding Community Leader Awards 
The Block Vnicc News 
RIVERSIDE 
The first annual Outstanding 
Community Leader Awards were 
given recently as part of the 
Riverside County Community 
Ac'tion Planning Workshop 
(RCCAP) in Rancho Mirage. 
"Six individuals received honors," 
said Dr. David Long, Riverside 
County Superintendent of Schools. 
"These are individuals who are 
being recognized as outstanding 
leaders in their communities." 
"They were selected by a group of 
people who are themselves 
outstanding community leaders. 
That makes this award all the more 
special." 
Honorees include: Dorella 
Anderson, Executive Director, 
(l-r): Alfredo Figueroa, Jane Block, Kevin McGuire, Dorella Anderson. Not 
pictured: Ralph Portales, John Zickefoose. 
Community Settlement Association; 
Jane Block, Community Advocate; 
Alfredo Figueroa, Director, Chicano 
Student Programs, UCR; Kevin 
McGuire, President/CEO Palm 
Desert National Bank ; Ralph 
Portales , Mechanic , Kaiser 
Permanente Hospital ; and John 
Zickefoose, Literacy · Program 
Coordinator, Corona Public Library. 
African Marketplace Annual Gala Ball Set Aug. 15th 
· The Black Voice News 
LOS ANGELES 
Al Nodal, General Manager of 
the city of Los Angeles Cultural 
Affairs Department and State 
Assemblyman herb Wesson will 
serve as the Honorary 
Ambassadors for the 2000 Los 
Angeles African Marketplace & 
Cultural Faire -- "A Millennial 
Celebration of Africa 's 
Spanish/Latin Legacy," in August 
and September. James V. Burks, 
director of the annual event, made 
the announcement at a special 
meeting of the African 
Marketplace, Inc. Board of 
Directors. 
The 15th Annual Los Angeles 
African Marketplace & Cultural 
Faire (AMP) is set for Saturday & 
Sunday, August 19, 20 and 26, 27 
and the Labor Day Holiday 
Weekend, September 2, 3 and 4 at 
Rancho Cienega Park, 500 I Road 
in Southwest Los Angeles from 10 
a.m. to 7 p.m. Admission is $3.00 
for adults. Admiss ion for seniors 
and children under 10 years is 
$1.50. 
$5 Million in Grants to Agenices that Collect Traffic Stop Data 
California State Senator Kevin Murray and California Highway Patrol Commissioner Dwight Helmick 
announced that $5 million has been made available to local law enforcement agencies that agree to 
collect traffic stop data and submit their findings to the California Highway Patrol. Pictured at the 
announcement are Senator Murray (left) and CHP Commissioner Helmick , flanking a six-foot long 
scroll that features the names of the more than 70 state agencies that have initiated data collection on 
traffic stops since 1998; the year Senator Murray introduced California's first racial profiling bill. 
Clothing • Apparel • Accessories • African Garb 
202 E. Baseline Rd. 




Unique Hair Weaving 













Comer of Perris and Iris, Moreno Valley 
(909) 243-5102 
"They were chosen for their 
commitment to community service," 
Long said. Unsung heroes and 
heroines were especially sought OU!-
Elected officials were not eligible. 
Ouring the second annual RCCAP 
Workshop, volunteers from a variety 
of groups -- educators, community 
members, police, government and 
clergy leaders -- gathered to explore 
community needs and formu late 
action plans to meet those needs. 
Since the first RCCAP Workshop 
in I 999, participants have worked 
on improving literacy; mobilizing 
community members; providing 
information about county tesources; 
stimulating economic development 
programs in areas that do not have 
them; giving information on 
substance and child abuse to 
residents through neighborhood 
centers ; and promoting public 
transportation. 
SCE Names Harry Hutchinson Vice President of Mass Customers 
The Black Voice New.f 
ROSEMEAD 
The Board of Directors of 
Southern California Edison 
(SCE) elected Harry B. · 
Hutchison as vice president of 
mass customers in the utility ' 
Customer Service Business 
Unit. The appointment was 
effective June 26. 
Hutchison will oversee meter 
reading, field operations, billing 
services and customer call 
centers, which serve 11 million 
consumers throughout the 
· utility's 4.3 million customer 
accounts. 
In announcing the · 
appointment SCE Chairman, 
President & CEO Stephen E . 
Frank said, "We're very pleased 
co have someone of Harry 
Hutchison's professional caliber 
join our executive management 
team. Harry brings a wealth of 
diverse experience in customer 
Harry 8. Hutchison 
service, finance and accounting, 
and we look forward to his 
leadership in achieving our 
rigorous customer 'satisfaction 
goals." 
Hutchison will report to Pam 
Bass , SCE's senior vice 
president of customer service, 
who noted that "Harry's 
extensive background in billing 
processes in . a highly 
competitive retail industry will 
serve SCE customers well." 
Hutchison comes to SCE after 
a long, distinguished career at 
GTE, where he most recently 
served as assistant vice president 
· of infrastructure management for 
GTE Service Corp. in Dallas. 
During his 24 years with GTE, 
Hutchison also managed the 
company's national business, 
residential and access billing 
operations, payment centers, and 
served as the chief financial 
officer for a GTE subsidiary. 
Before joining GTE, 
Hutchison was a senior auditor 
with Arthur Andersen , 
specializing in utilities and the 
entertainment industry. A 
certified public accountant, 
Hutchison earned a bachelor's 
degree in accounting from 
Southern Illinois University, 
Carbondale. 
Seize The Moment ... Stay The Course 
The Black Vriice New.< 
COLUMBUS, OH 
Effective entrepreneurial 
_ strategies and tactics for 
African Americans and other 
minorities are the focus of Ford 
Motor, . Company's 
"Empo·werment Through 
Entreprer:ieurship ; Symposium 
2000" that kicked off in June at 
the All-Ohio Business Trade 
Show in Columbus, OH. The 
seminar series will tour major 
minority conferences across the 
country from June 2000 through 
January 2001. 
George C. Fraser at the All-Ohio Trade Fair addressing the audience. 
The seminar will explore owned businesses in the 
opportunities for minority- automotive industry. 
Walt Williams 









D.A. Support Defense 
4136 fath Street • Riverside • CA 92501 
(909) 273-0732 
10¾ Off 
Economy Legal Aide Clinic 
Thomas·W. Gillen, Esq. 
Attorney/Paralegal Work 
All Legal Problems "CHEAP" 
We can save you money -- not expensive 
CivriJCRIMINlflL 
Divorce • Bankruptcy• DUI • Drunk Driving• Drugs• Assault • 
Probation Violation• Parole Violations• Custody• Answers • Lawsuits 
• Disputes • Accidents• Evictions• Tenant Problems• Raise/Lower 
Support • Collections• Guardianship• Conservatorship • 
Incorporations• Living Trust• Wills • Contracts 
Payments · 
Credit Cards 
24760 Sunnymead Blvd. #106 
Moren9 Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 247-4565 
Open 7 days By Appointment 
SPECIALIZING IN A~~%s~~e •~ .• QY·: .. if ~'~ Any Style Regions Worldwide Grill ·Now Available Upscale 
Dining/Featuring Foods From All 










Civil Law Suits 
Child Support 
Y-.lt~le : of' ae~~l~ 
A FULL SERVICE SALON 
Specializing in: relaxers, press n curls, up do's, 
weaves, twists and many other creative styles. 
Now Located in Moreno Valley 
14051 INDIAN AVE., STE. 
' Willie Hoyrst Freelance Photographer Phone (909) 313-7764 Fax (909) 509-1888 S?,tro~yJ S,g,-cn-,icd Parafg«i Sen-ice " (909) 873-9542 Shyra Green - Owner• (909) 242-6736 Salon , (909) 601-4519 Pager 24715 Sunnymead Bl. Suite #E Moreno Valley, CA 92553 L, MORENO VALLEY Toll Free 1-877-9-REGIONS Catering • Banquest • Privare Party 
Asset & B11si11css Co11ccpts 
Variable Products • MuJual Funds 
~nuilus • College Funding 
3564 Central Ave., Ste. 2G 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 781-0198 Bus/Fax 
(909) 784-7125 Home 
H. "Hugh" Layton, J.D. 
Registered Rep. 
(909) 228-7607 Mobile CA 1.icenu #OC46138 
OSJ Bl'll!ICh Omce, 225 W. Plaza. Si.e. 200, Solana Beach, CA 92075. (858) 793-5999 
Member Nation&) Association of Securities Dealers. ~c., SIPC and Registered 
Investment Advisor 
FREE SEMINAR 
Fortunes are Being · 
Made on the Internet!! 
Start Your Own Internet E-
commerce Business, from Home, 
while Keeping your present job!!! 
Limited Seating. Call to Reserve Bennie W. Liggins 
Your Seat NOW: 






10% OFF PRESS & CURLS, RELAXERS 
Specializing in Restoring, Rejuvenating and 
Revitalizing damaged hair to a more natural look. 
3772 Arlington Avenue, Suite 4 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 686-1290 
SOOTHS AVAILABLE 
·rescent ity Restaurant 
Presents 








During the Month of July 
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LeVIAS & ~CIA~ 
300 Law Firms Working Together 
. We will refer you to an attorney that specializes 
in whatever your legaJ needs might be. We are 
.•, dedicated to helping the African-American people 
,-..., 
·' J 
1 ... • • 
,_ 
A FREE SERVICE! 
(800) ~00-7047 
Since 1967 
LEON CARRIGAN, JR. 
lns11Tance Agency 
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial , 
Auto, Home Owners 
Cal. Lie. #0341370 
GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL 
Ph. (909) 369-9752 
Fax (909) 369-9252 
P.O. Box 5342 
Riverside, CA 92517 
UNHAPPY? UNLUCKY? 
UNLOVED? 
',l ' j Spiritual Reader and Advisor 
•~;, 'I BARBARA 
'l · ·· Do you need advise? Do you need answers? 
1She solves all affairs of life 
• -:· 
1
Helps in money luck business and marriage 
,, .• Also brings back lost lovers 
~. '( Call for free question 
• i and 
:• !Spiritual enlightenment 
I • 
, .., I 
:.",~ ~ LeVIAS HOME LOANS 
, l 
., ' 
· - I Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vuzs and 
< 
1· Associates, we will refer you to a 
mortgage banker that specialite in 
your particular need. Refinancing, 
home loans or consolidation. If 
· you own a home we will get you a 
loan. 
A Free Service 
(800) 500-7047 
.R & B TAX SERVICE 
(Since 1980) 
Fully Compute~ized 
Fast RefunsJ, Electronic Filing 
Notary & Fax 
State & Federal 
6am - ,6pm 
Low Rates 
Office (909) 601-1185 
- Voice Mail (909) 416-7018 
23650 Hemlock St. #10 
Riverside, CA 92507 
I -
Itllak.T · Insurance & ~ ~, Securities Specialists 
✓ Low Cost Insurance 
✓ Low Downpayment 
✓ Low Monthly Payment 
Commercial• Auto • Home • Life • Health 
Great Home and 
Auto Packages 
Available 
MONE M. SWANN 
Broker/ Agent 
License # 0C03720 
5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 
92506 
PHONE (909} 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400 
PAGER (909) 340-5078 
PageA-5 
LAW OFFICE OF 




Living Trusts & Wills 
Incorporations & Partnerships 
4136 10th Street 
92501 (909) 686-5193 
t-i l'.AUOUAl2TI'.~§ 
<,:: f.liwrJ.:;llQ.l'.§16~ 
•.·.··· })\:: ·-· 
. \ ./. 
$5.00 ~~r~u~, J.',:ims ·· . 
$20 Shampoo,' blowdry;fltJ.J,d'~~,only i 
10265 Xr1/hgto~:rvt A~e ·:~ TylerKri;len Baines 
. (909) 689-8916 




ON E DAY C1.EANIN<.; 
SERVICE • ONE DAY 
ALT ERATIO~ S E RVIC E 




Per Pleat Lined 
Must present coupon with 
mcoming orders. not vahd with 
other offers. 




i=:;;;,~z~:: , ,,; 
Mike Teer 
for Resicfential Appraisal s 
Notary Public 
Propeny Management 
Real Estate Sales & Purchase 
•·ear. --· ·.- ~ -
3585 Main St. , Ste. 212 





Starting At $499°0 
YOUR CHOICE OF COLORS 
Funeral Information & Pre-Arranged Information Available 
Come To Our Showroom Locations 
• Free Local Delivery • Financing Available 
LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN 
RIVERSIDE MONTCLAIR 
9446 MAGNOLIA 4756 HOLT BLVD . 
_ 1_ SuNAMERICA SECURITIES 
C...:, A SunAmerica Company 
SPECULIZING IN PUNNING FOR: 
Retirement Estate Investment 
College Long-term 
t @%IIARDY BROWN II 
i)@{Investment Representative 
''';1 SunAmerica Securities, Inc. 
·.· The Anderson Building 
320 North "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
CA Lie #OC2403 l 
NASD, SIPC 
909•386•7134 
. Fax 909•386•7193 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., 
M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry ·and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Genatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
Office Hours 
By Appointment 
6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite l 70 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Office Hours by Appointment 
Dr. Lloyd Brent Walker 
Tri Star Family Dental Centre 
106 North Eucalyptus Avenue 






HATS, H ANDBAGS AND ACCESSORIES 
ELEGANT SUITS . 
CHURCH, PROFESSIONAL CAREER AND 
BUSINESS 
3730 Twelfth Street 
Riverside. California 92501 
(909) 682-4942 
SiUfAAf 12,8 
,MDH.,.-Tfuu: 111 !1 
Fri.,SM. 101 10 
R.ul An,c,Mr Ftsk M.tvrke,t 
(909) 243~0443 
13373 1!ur" BW., Ite-. Ef1'f 
Subscribe & Advertise 
(909) 682-6070 
._9_09_-_3_53_-_23_o_s __ a_7_7_-4_4_7-_5_1_56 ..... CRESCENT 
ANN DAVIS PETERS 
Attorney at Law 
Handling All Cases 
10325 Central Avenue 
Montclair, CA 91763 
(909) 399-3204 • Fax (909) 398-4044 
(909) 689-2757 - Voice Mail 
WHY Ir's So Gooo: 
• Extensive menu of 
over 100 made from 
scratch recipes 
• Carefully prepared to 
the strictest standards 
• Only the freshest, 
highest-quality ingredi-
ents are used ' 
• Food is prepared at 
each restaurant loca-
tion 
• Made in family size 
quantities throughout 
the day to provide you 
with the freshest meal 
possible -- everytime. 
• Beverages and 
desserts always 
included in one low 
price. Variety bd Value 
Fer fte \ftole family. 
396 McKinley Avenue 
Corona, CA 91719 






9395 Monte Vista 
A.ve. 
Montclair, C:A. 91763 
Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 
%A,,..,,,,,❖-,N.~ 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 
p.m. 
Friday: 11 :00 
a.m. - 11 :00 p.m. 
Saturday: 12:00 
"''· p.m. - 11 :OO _p.m. 
Sunqay: 12:00 
p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
'(909) 482-0566 
(Montclair) 
Banquet facilities available for any occasion. 
expenence ... 
~ 1hdCh cl. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps 
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage 
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available 





SPECIALIZ ING IN 




DoN'T Fuss • CALL Us 
THE ROOTER WORLD 
REPAIR SERVICE 
ASK FOR DAVID 
PAGER #9'63-2372 









738 East Highland Ave .. 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 882-1288 • Fax 883-4846 
FD894 
Colto~ Funeral Chapel 
1275 N. LaCadena Ave. 
Colton, CA 
(909) 825-0570 
FDl 03 1 
Clothing • Apparel • Accessories • African Garb · 
202 E. Basel ine Rd. 
Rialto, CA 92376 








3527 ~AIN STREET 
RIVERSiE, CA 92501 
Featuring 
Down h.ome coo kin' 
Grand Opening 
Hours: Monday-Wednesday 
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
Open 7 days a week 
(909) 782-8219 
Mobile CateriQg Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any 
Time 
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions • 
YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS 
. VACATIONiBmLE 
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Homecoming Service 2000 at Pen.tecostal COGIC 
•:., TheB/ackVoiceNews _____ ministry is invited to come 
RUBIDOUX share, participate and enjoy this 
:"':.,. , The Pentecostal Church of great homecoming celebration 
• .. ;·God in Christ Mission Church 2000. 
will celebrate its 65 years of Pastor and Mother Pillers 
service on Sunday, August 27th organized the .church in 1956 in 
• at 3:00 p.m. Everyone who has the City of Rubidoux. Later, ,-.... . 
.- ever had any part in the church's Pastor C.R. and Mother Janie 
~ Womeri:~o,ece11encetMlnlstriis:Sonlerence 200a 
Exceilenc6 > ,~- : Miiiistri~s \ guest ,speaker, · Carter Memorial 
C6nference20Q0oft~~~4~ '1g~ COGIC tfas b~en serving their 
.. -20 2000 ·· .,-;;.:c.,hf:t::> ·.,: ···\· ,· local commumty', for the past 38 
.,. On. . Fri,'day, ~~i;~: \i~ytiliie ye~rs. Carter Memorial is 
workshops Wi[tbeg}:n !J~t9:00 located at 1606 West 11th 
;~;o,~~;.;:~~\t~.,:J:;;!tit, ~i;ee~~!:a!~:n~;~~n;e~i::r: 
Morning Worship :~iU begjn :ilt . c.ontact (909) 888-6450. . 
<;',: -~·· . ·:•'.· ·. ;.;:;);:;:::::-:. \f_ ..:_:_·~.-.'..'::,::,•:.·./::··:· ,':.:;.• .t .. :~. 
::~:. ~::::::. ?:/•·.: '·<::,:::-:-:::: 
Pastor W.M. McIntosh-Lee 
Blakes pastored the church for 
more than 45 years. The church 
through this pastoring became a 
landmark in ' Rubidoux for 65 
years as one of the oldest 
churches in the inland county. 
The church has been recently 
renovated by Pastor Lee's son, 
Minister D vid Willi a ms of 
Riverside County. 
In 1991, Pastor and Mother 
Blakes presented the Pentecostal 
Church of God in Christ 
Mission to Pastor W. M. 
McIntosh-Lee, who now serves 
as pastor. This is the church 
where many people became 
Christians, were married, had 
their babies christened and sadly 
some were funeralized . Many 
pastors served during this 
ministry and many people were 
healed of sickness, afflictions, 
and numerous miracles were 
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST 
3349 Rubidoux Blvd. Riv., CA 92509 
(877) 684-LIFE • Fax No. (909) 684-8117 
w-::w.LIFECHURCHRIYERSIOE.org 
Come and Join Us• '"It's Time to Manifcsl" 
KOtNONIA CONFERENCE 2000 • Thrtt Locations 
U!:i An~clcs Convrn1ioo C,cmcr w/Juaniu Bynum 
AugUSl 4th at 10AM & August 5lh 7PM 
Rivrcsict Mumonal AOOitMum 
AU!USl 5lh 10AM & 7PM 
RiYCNdr Ql□ITntinn Center 
Au •u.~t 6th lhru 12th 7PM Ni hll 
wrought in "This Great Little 
Church." The Pentecostal 
Church of God in Christ 
Mission is renown and well 
known as "The church where· 
everyone is somebody!" -'-
There a~e no strangers here ... . : 
everyone is welcome. 
Subscribe 
& Advertise 
BLACK VOICE NEWS 
(909) 682-6070 
Hosts Pastor 
Aon and Mrs. LaVette Gibson 
Allsu,·fru 
/ rrr 
Community Missionary Baptist Church 
939 Clay Street 




7:30 a.m. Morning Services 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship "Receive Ye Tha 
Jesus Joy" 
Oyn:mm.: Sr,cakCf!I & Singers 1,111:.,t MrCul/()UJtll, N~I Jor.n ApoSllt IA/US Grrtrmp. co,kon PtUfSOfl. 10,\'rt 
R0<J~r$.'Cha rlu 8l11At, ,\furt Ch,nmr.a, Ron G1bJon. N111hU11 S,m,,wns. Kun Curr SmftrS. Knrr,i ~fllt'mon. 
l>ur111du•Clrirt. Cult, Hrlrn 8 ,11•/ur. Tru,ru1ir,r H,rn·t1111, Alltn d Allrn. K,m Burrtll, Man:111 Seipp, Vil't;r 
7:30 p.m. Evening Services 
Wednesday 
7:30 p.m. Bible Classes 
Rev. H. 
Hubbard, Pastor 
Win mu, \.tiiftrr Hm~ t,,u & Tr,J.r S, c. 
CALL TOi.L FREE an-684-LIFE FOR MORE INFORMATION! Bus Transportation is available 
..; Paul Pierce Basketball Camp Being Offered by Ecclesia EAGLES NEST 
" ... the Lord shall renew their Strength; they shall mount up with 
wings as Eagles ... '" 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
' •- Ecclesia Christian Fellowship 
=sports Ministry will be offering 
an opportunity to attend the Paul 
Pierce Basketball Camp in 
Inglewood. 
Paul Pierce, NBA star for the 
Boston Celtics as well as other 
NBA players will be in 
attendance . Pat Kay, the 




t h e 
basketball 
camp for 
Verlin Leo Alsina, Sr., 
Pastor 
Eagles Nesl Community 
Church 
{Isaiah 40:3 1) 
Stratton Community Center 
2008 Martin Luther King 
Blvd. 
Mid-Week Services 
Eagles Nest Chapel 
4326 Michael Street 
Riverside, California 92507 
presents 
Mo' Betta Motivation with Dr. Jewel Diamond Taylor boys and 
girls, ages 7-
17 years old. 
Sunday Services 
10:00 am Sunday School 
11 :00 am Worship 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH Rev. LEROI 
LACEYSUNDAY· FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
The Black Voice News 
DIAMOND BAR 
Greetings friends ... 
God's goodness and praise will 
• continually be on my lips and in 
• _ my fingertips as I continue to write 
_ and share uplifting nourishment for 
your soul, 'heart and mind. So 
whether it is your job, a . 
relationship, a home, or a 
group ... be encouraged because 
every time a door closes, rest 
' assured, another will open . 
Sometimes you might get kicked 
out, so you can get kicked up to a 
higher and better place. Get busy 
_'working on your goals. 
·".Procrastination is a ·' passive 
' decision to do nothing. You have 
what it takes to achieve anything as 
~.,Fong as you remain focused on 
• your priorities, faith and the payoff 
• •rrom persevering. Fear freezes you 
•;whil e doin g dis solves doubt. 
·• l::very day count your blessi ngs, 
•C 
:•:{}Ike steps of action, pump yourself 
~-- .up to believe you can make it. You 
'believe every thing you tell 
•• ...i- _yourself, so stay self-motivated 
because it's easier to stay up than it 
is to get up. 
I would like to share my 
' testimony and send a shout out! 
' Much love and thanks to the 
brotherfriend from American 
Airlines that answered my email 
request seeking last minute airfare 
for my son to fly to New York. 
" Thank you Dennis and American •. 
.• Airlines for showing up as our 
• blessing with wings. 
American. Airlines you got my 
attention, my support and 
endorsement. 
I will be speaking in Chicago 
this weekend, and invite you and 
your circle of friends to attend the 
·.• African American Women on Tour 
• Conference at the Hilton Chicago 
Towers on Michigan Ave, August 
! 3-5 for tickets call l -800-560-2298. 
~ The Women of Excellence and 
Enlightened Circle invite you to 
• my evening motivational 
presentation Saturday, Aug 5 at the 
Mic hele Clark Middle School 
Auditorium, 5101 W. Harrison St., 
Subscribe & 
Advertise 
4 (909) ·682-6070 
Chicago 
Tickets are available by calling 
708-862-0118 OT 77 3-263-31 96. 
Atlanta is next the weekend of 
August 25-27. 
Stay in the Light 
Dr. , Jewe l Diamond Taylor, 
Speaker and Author. 
Crystal from Maryland has 
submitted the following positive 
tips for successful ,living .. . 
I remember these few things: 
I control my attitude. 
I take ownership of changes. 
I choose my battles carefully. 
I don't let my strengths become 
weaknesses. · 
· I practice good stress 
management techniques. 
I reinvent my future instead of 
trying to redesign the past. 
I always think positive, what you 
think about you bring about. 
Keep busy helping others, when 
you help others you help yourself. 
Crystal Noel 
Silver Spring, MD 
It will take 
Pastor Joshua 
Beckley 
GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY 
and 
place August 9th through 12th 
from 10:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. 
: African MethodiSI Episcopal Church 
28780 Front'>treet. Suite A-5. Temecula. CA 92590 • (909) 506-2425 
(Loca1ed ,n the SouthCreek Mall Shopping Center) 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL 
MUSIC COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS AT 9 PM . 
\VhuJC\'t'; 11·ill. let him com,:.' 
.. Alf are Welcome .. 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship Service 




OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 




The cost will be $30 per 
person and only the first 100 
paid participants will be allowed 
to attend. The bus will departat 
8:00 a.m. each morning from 
Ecc lesia Christian Fellowship, 
I 3 14 E. Date Street, San 
Bernardino. 
For more information, please 
call Brian Williams (909) 381-
0468 or Rikke Van Johnson at 
(909) 887-6825. 
~ '-_ -_-_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ ---=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=~~================~ 
Subscribe & 
• ' • ••}:•:,;-.n• 
Ad·vertise 
DO YOU HAVE HURT AND PAIN? 
Evangelist Mildred Spencer, a native South 
Carolinian, is the author of two books dealing 
with " Hun•· and ''Pain." She delivers a 
message of how to be complete and whole. 
She is a widow and proud mot,her of four 
adult children. 
To Write Evangelist Mildred Spencer, e-
mail address Evangy I @aol.com or 12765 
Shadybend Dr. , Moreno Valley, CA 92553 or 
call (909) 924-4217 
Help With Medicare 
Is Just a Phone Call Away 
HICAP 
The Health Insurance Counseling & Advocacy Program 
offers objective information to seniors 9n Medicare, 
HMOs and other health insurance issues. 
HI CAP serves Riverside/San Bernardino Counties 
Call today for the counseling site nearest you. 
(800) 434-0222 or (909) 697-6560 
Funded by a grant from California Dept. of Aging 











LA Convention Center 
1201 Figueroa Street . 
Riverside Municipal Auditorium 
3485 Mission :inn Avenue 
August 6 • 10 AM & 7 PM 
Riverside Convention Center 
3443 Orange Avenue 
August 7-12 • 7 PM August 4 • 7 PM & August 5 • 10 AM 
Special ~uslc Guests: Kurt Carr & the Kurt· Carr Singers • Karen Wheaton • Helen Baylor • Tramaine Hawkins • Ki '" urrell · : 
Marvin Sapp • Allen & Allen • Vickie Winans • Walter Hawkins • Dorinda Clarke - Cole • Gospel Ganstaz • Taite ,i. 
KOINONIA Conference Mass Choir• KOINONIA Stomp Dancers • KOINONIA Praise & Worship Team Singing Nightly & MOR~ 
Riverside Conv. Ctr. • August 8 • 11 AM Lunheon with Apostle Louis Greenup, Jr., •Relatlonshlps" • August 12 • 7 PM YOUTH 




Morning Seivice 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Seivice 10:45 a.m. 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday · 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday • 7:30 p.m. 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W . 21st. Street 
San Bemardirto, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday 
Worship Services 8:00 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a .m . · 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 




Rev. Alvin L. Smith 
Sunday School (all ages) 
Christian Life Development 
Classes 
8:30 a.m 
(Adults only) ;,_ 
8:30 a.m. · _i 
Worship 9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and 
Chi ldren's Church 
Thursday Bible Study 
1 O: 15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards 
7:00 p.m. 
Valley Fellowship Seventh 
Day Adventist Church 
275 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 • Church 
(909) 874-5152 - Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship. Prayer & BibleStudy 9:30 am 
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am 
Youth Seivice 5:00 pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Feeding Program 5:00 pm 
Bible Study & Prayer 7:00 pm 
St. Timothy Community 
Church 
Pastor Eullas J. 
James 
3100 N. State Street/ P.O . Box 7067 
San Bernardino, CA 92510 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship Servicel0:15 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY 
Every 3rd Tues. (Focus on the Family) 
Every 2nd Tues. 7:00 p .m. 
Wed. Night 7:00 p .m. 
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching 
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life. 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
- A Church in the Community for the Community -
Sunday Services are held at the 
Kansas Avenue SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue, Riverside 
(comu ,,J Kunsus und MLK Rfrd.J 
Equipping Ministries: 
Sunday Praise Service: 
9:00 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
Mid-week Praise Service: Wednesday - 7: 15 p.m. 
(held ar our prese,11 locarion) 
PageA-7 
Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST 
3349 Rubidoux Blvd. Riv., CA 92509 
(877) 684-UFE • Fax No. (909) 684-8117 
www.UFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org 
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry" 
• UFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY (POP) 684-3639 
• WATCH US ON TREVIS/ON STAnON 
KDQC EYERYSUNDAYATSPM 
"UV/NG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAr 
Sunday Worship Services 
Wednesday Night Bible Study 
Friday Fellowship Services 
Prayer Tues thru Friday 
Pastor Ron and L.aVette Gibson 
KQINQNIA CONFERENCE 2000 
August 4th -August 12th 
8am. 9:45am, 11 :30am, 7pm 
7:30pm (Classes for all Ages) 
7:30pm (Every t st and 3rd) 
6am, 12n, pm 
A Christ-Centered ministry in a contemporary setting wfth a cutting edge mes• 
sage /or all/ 
Quinn A.M.E. Church 




Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Mid-day Bible S udy, Tuesday 





Pastor and Mrs. 
Michael Barta 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth St,, Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 




Early M·oming Worship 7:30 a .m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship 10:15 a .m. 
Nursery Open 10:15 a .m. 
Wednesday Services 
Prayer Services 7:00 p .m. 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
.,Second in Name, First in Love" 




5413 34th Street 










3600 Park Ave . 
Aiverside, CA 92507 
. . (909) 784-0860 
•tt ploc• 111h•r• o/1 moy 
CO/lie Olld b• refr••h•d· 
Pastor Christopher W. & 
Joyce McShan 





Morn. Worship 11 :00 o.m. 
Eve. Worship 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesdov 
Bibi• Study 7:00 p.m. 
. Fridov 
Evonoellstlc Serv. 7:30 p.m. 
(last Friday of each month) 
March Field Christian Church 
15801 Harmon Street 




Mt. Rubidoux SDA 
Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Rubidoux. CA 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Weekly Order OfSmice 
Saturday Sei;vice 
Sabbath 9: 15 a.m. 
Early Morning Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Church Seivice 11 :00 a.m. 




l . .s-i',, 
AMOS TEMPLE CME 
"The Healing Place" 
5860 Arlington Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE 
(909) 352-4538 - FAX 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ 
Thurs. 12 Noon 
4009 Locust (at I 0th SI.) 
Riverside, CA 9250 I 
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson 
(909) 686-0702 
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org 
Sct1rnL'LC Or SU>"1CCS 
Sunday Services 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study I 0:00 a.m. 
Wednesday Prayer & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m . 
Trinity Baptist Church 
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 656-4015 
"A church where everybody is 
somebody" · 
Schedule of Service 
Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. New Members' Class 
Worship SeNice Sun. 
Worship Service Sun. 







7 :00 p.m. 
12 Noon 
Rainbow Community Praise Center 
15854 Carter Street 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 355-RCPC • RainbowCPC@aol.com 
Mailing Address 






1 Block West of Citrus Street 
Wed. 7:00 PM 
Sal. 11 :00AM 
Sal. 6:00 PM 
Dr DC. Nosakhere 
Thomas 
Senior Pa star 
2 Blocks North of H ighland Avenue ·, 
.. 
MT. ZION BAYTIST 
CHURCH OF 
0NTARJO 
224 W. California S treet 
Ontario, CA91762 
Pastor Brian & Hilda Kennedy and Family (909) 983-2411 
Sun, Morning WorshipS:00 a.m. 
Sun. Bible School 9:30 a.m. 
Sun. Mom. Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Sun. Eve. Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Mon. Eve. Prayer 7:00 p.m. 
1Wed. Nigit Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Thurs. Noon Bible Study 12:00 
LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD CHURCH OF 
Gon IN CHRIST 
5595 Molino Way 












5970 Limonite Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(!J09) 682-4407 
1feeld;,: leuteN 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship I I a.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting 
& Bible Study ' 7 p.m. 
il 
.. :i lk~ 








The Light Hous~ 
(Meets at Canyon Family Worship Center) 
4225 Prado Road , #105 
Corona , Californ ia 92880-
( 800) 650-5'557 
Dr. Jackson M. Doggette, Saturday 
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Weekly Worship & Celebration 
tstlady Services 4:00 p.m. 
THE BooK OF ACTS 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
WEEKLY ORDER PE SERYJCE· 
Prayer:Tuesday 9:30 a.rn. 
Thursday 5:30 p.rn. 
Friday 10:00 a.rn. 
.\posll,• llnr,·,•.-· & 
l'astor ll••an .,ttnt~ 
4!10!1► 
Bible Study: Wednesday 6:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY SERVICES' 
Sunday School 11:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:30 a.m. nn-1-,12.11 
1• 
SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIM~ ·,. 
SUNDAYS 12:30 - 1 :30 PM 
1570 AM 
for 




9:30 a.m. Sunday School 
11 :00 a.m. Worship 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. Prayer/Bible Study P'di:!iik 
"Wnere 1~: 1~~:~:~7,°/!e ie:~f,;'.anifested ~/~~lil!!I~: 
E{d,, :J(..C. Can,rldf 
<J',uw: /J ,aefu, 
Pastor Campbell and 
Sis. Shaun 
9071 ::S" 9,J; div,. 
cJI,,,,,,;,,., Celi, 92345 
('!do)~ 
2591 Rubidoux Blvd., Riverside (909) 369-.8742 PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF 
Goo IN CHRIST 
5335 26th S treet 
Rubidoux, CA 92509 
The good man gives wise advice, but the liar:~ counsel is shunned. The 
upright speak what is helpful; the wicked speak rebellion. 




. Wed. Night (Bible Study) 7 :00 p.m. 
W.M. Lee Sun: Morning (Sunday 'School) 10:00 a.m. 
Pastor 
(Worship Service) 11 :00 a.m. 
HARVEST OF PRAISE 
A CHURCH WHERE EVERYBODY IS S OMEBODY 
Radio Broadcast~ KPRO 1570 AM 




unday School 9:15 a.rn. 
Morning Worship 10:lS a.m. 
Evening Workshop 6:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Paul S. 
Munford,M. Div. 
Start Your Subseription 
Today For Only 135 (In State) 
IA-~oo_R_E_ss_= __________ j 
!PHONE: ( ) 
Send Check or money order to: 
Black Volee News 
Snll8crlptlons 
P.O. Box 1581 ,-
Riverside, CA . 92502 
WEST COVINA 
Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal 
Church 
1381 Pass & Covina Road 
West Covina, CA 91744 
(626) 917-3686 
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick 
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9 :30 a.m. 
Wednesday · 6:00--p.m. 
Bible Class 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Class 10:00 a.m. 
Choir Practice 7:30 p.m. 
Bowling 6:00 p.m. 
RIVERSIDE 
Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC 
Elder Dewayne Butler, Pastor 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
9:45 a.m. 





Tue. & Fri. 
Eve. 6:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 







Mt. Moriah Baptis't 
1 
9:15 a .m . 
9:30.a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
• . I . • I I : 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 9 :00 a.m . 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Evening Bible Study 6:00 p.m. 
· Communion and Baptism every I st Sunday 
7:00 p.m. 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 







Round Table h~yer 









7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
New Visions Christian Community 
Church 
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area) 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 687-7454 
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr., 
M .Ed., M.Div 
Sunday 
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship & Praise! 1:00 a.m. 
Wednesday 
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday ' 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Holy Land_ COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street 
Proverbs /0:3/-32 
The One }ear Bible 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 am 
_ Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 7 pm 
Pastoral Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 887-2526 Church · 
(909) 887-5406 Fax 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & I 1:15 a\TI 
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am 
N.B.C. 5:00 pm 
Evening Service 6:00 pm 
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm 
New Life Christian Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Church School Hour 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m. 
Tuesday · 
Bible Study Hour 6:30 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m. 
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3 
Rialto-Monday 8:00 p.m. 
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m. 
The Black Voice News 
COMMISSION 
Continued from Front Page 
said that she would give up her 
vote on Watts because Goldware 
had more experience interacting 
with the community. So Goldware 
was added to the Commission with 
her blessings. 
Jack Brewer, currently works as 
a district administrator for the state 
Department of Alcohol Beverage 
Control. He has spent over 40 years 
working for various law 
enforcement agencies, including a 
stint working at a department in the 
state of Washington. In I 999 he 
served as president of the Riverside 
County Law · Enforcement 
Administrators Association. 
Not all the members of the 
Commission are directly linked to 
law enforcement agencies, but 
instead several have strong ties to 
agencies, boards and commissions 
in Riverside County. 
Bob Garcia, who is a member of 
the Human Relations Commission, 
also served on the Law 
BACA 
Continued from Front Page 
people on fixed incomes, people who 
do not have the luxury of choosing 
not to eat, choosing not to slay warm, 
and choosi ng not to take the 
medication they need in order to 
remain healthy and stay alive," Baca 
added. "Th is is not an issue of 
partisan politics. This is an issue of 
, people -- mostly elderly people -- and 
' what we as a nation will do for them:· 
Baca, during a meeting he ld 
Tuesday morning with Medicare 
' recipients, pointed to a Congressional 
study showing senior citizens in the 
Enforcement Policy Advisory 
Committee (LEPAC), which has 
received considerable criticism 
from the community in terms of its 
effectiveness at examin ing 
Riverside Police Department 
policies and determining if changes 
need to be made in their text. 
LEPAC advises the Council and the 
Riverside Police Department on 
these suggested revisions of policy 
but the , majority · of its 
recommendations are not 
implemented by the Department. 
William Hendrick works as the 
d irector of pupil services for the 
Riverside Unified School District. 
He has served on various county 
committees including the Riverside 
Board of Supervisors Drug 
Suppression Advisory Committee. , 
Michael Gardner is retired, and 
this year was selected the 
Municipal Volunteer of The Year 
for the city of R iverside. He is 
currently a member of the City of 
Riverside Fire Departme nt 's 
42nd district paying on average more 
than twice as much for prescription 
drugs as the drug companies' most 
favored customers, such as health · 
maintenance organizations and the 
Federal government. The meeting 
was held at the Senior Citizen 
Nutrition Center in Rialto. 
"Older Americans who are already 
struggling to make ends meet often 
cannot afford the prescription drug 
they need to live healthy, independent 
lives .'· Baca said. "Seniors cannot 
pay their rent and electric bills, put 
food on the table and take care of 
. LOCAL WOMEN 
Continued from Front Page 
teachers and make high quality 
preschools, av ai I able to every 
family." 
Diana Orchard·. anothe r 
spokesperson, said "all one has to 
do is look at who Bush included to 
his circle, Dick Cheney for Vice 
President. Cheney is one of the 
most conservative conservatives in 
the country. You need to look at 
what good old George did in Texas 
for women and people of color to. 
have and idea of what he will do as 
president." 
Mary Lou Moral es , of the 
LEE 
Continued from Front Page 
experts from outside the county, 
Pomona City Manager Severo 
Esquivel, University of La Verne 
Vice Pres ide nt Phil Hawkey (a 
former ci ty manager of Pasadena 
and Dayton , Ohio), and re tired 
former assistant director of the San 
Diego Association of Governments 
Democratic club of R,iverside. said 
"Bush tries to make people think 
he is one of them by speaki ng 
Spanish. Yet his actions are never 
in step with where Latinos are in 
the work world on abortion rights 
or educating their children." Some 
basic difference 1n where 
Republicans arc versus Democrats 
according to Morales Republicans 
s upports a constitutional 
amendment that would ban 
abortions while Democrats support 
ever y woman's right to have an 
abortion, consistent with Roe V. 
Wade regardless of abi lity to pay. 
Stu Shaeffer. 
Although Lee has worked for the 
county for many years. his 
selection was finalized only after a 
de tailed background investigation 
was conducted. as is the practice in 
San Bernardino County. 
Lee is the father of three children 
and lives in San Bernardino. 
Mrs. and Miss Black California 
CORRECTION: In the endeavor to be as accurate a paper as possible, 
the Black Voice News inadvertently misprinted the names of Ms. and Miss 
Black California. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have 
caused. The co"ect article follows: 
Top photo 1-r: Miss Black 
California Jill Bowlds, attends 
Santa Monica College. Her 
ambition is to pursue a career 
In broadcast Journalism, and 
to eventually establish her , 
own production company, 
stands with E. Kenadie Cobbin 
E:'xecutivP Director and Ms. 
Black California, D'Valarle 
Nicole Travis, a legal recruiting 
mqnager. She Is a graduate of 
California State University, 
Northrldge. 
Riverside Community College 
student, Danielle Edwards also 
competed for the title of Ms. 
Black California. Her ambition 








second panel studied models of accomplish by participating on the com I.fin!~·, ?r~e~con i uarter. 
police oversight utilized by other Commission. The final round of of this"'ye~;- apprqxi,mately 7% of 
Disaster Preparedness Committee. major cities in California before the selectiori process was delayeq citizens' • "tomplaints t were 
Brewer's selection was realized devising a final product which several weeks, pending completion sustained, bringing that number to 
after several rounds of voting by combined characteristics of the of background checks conducted date to 14%. And out ,()f. 15 ' 
the Mayor and Council members, three models presented on the candidates. excessive force com Alain ts 
which had to be interrupted twice Twenty of the 58 applicants The terms to be served by those investigated this year, ncine · were '-I 
by 5-minute breaks in order to give appeared before Loveridge and the on this Commission will be sustained. On almost half of the , 
those voting a chance to rethink Council, and answered questions staggered, meaning that some will sustained complaints the 
their picks so that a pool of three dealing with issues from whether or be two-year terms, others will last disciplinary action to be take~ 
candidates could be whittled down not they had ever filed lawsllits four years. The newly elected against the officers is still pending: · 
· to o·ne choice. Councilwoman against governmental agencies, commissioners will draw lots to This report serves as a telling 
Maureen Kane and Laura Pearson including the Riverside Police determi ne the length of their indictment against the poJice 
supported Brewer, while Loveridge Department, to how they would tenures . The Executive Director, department's ability to investigate 
and Councilman Ameal Moore balance the testimony of members who will head the Commission, has its own misconduct, and a firm 
stood steadfast in the corner of of the public against reports written yet to be hired, as that process is argument for the need for 
University of California, Riverside by professional .staff. And the still in its recruitment stages. independent oversight, which is 
professor Deborah Wong. Former answers given by the applicants to Last week, the Riverside Police representative of the community it 
Correctional officer, James Ward these and other questions revealed Department released its serves, and not simply those who 
was supported by the remaining much about their aspirations, in administrative report for internal police it. 
three council members. At the very 
1
~t=er;;:m:--;-s-;-:o:;:f::-w-;;--h;;;-a-:t;-:::;th::-e-=y--=-h=o=p=--:e=-d-=-==to=--:i::-n_v_e_s_t....:ig:..a_t_i o_n_s __ a_n_d __ c_i_ti_z_e_n_s---,-----~----"-----
end, only Brewer was left standing, ·BUSH/CHENEY 
and he was the last appointee to the 
Commission. · 
The Community Police Review 
Commission was created in 
response to a ·recommendation 
pre,.,ented by the Mayor's Use of 
Foree Panel, in April 1999. A 
their other needs, and still spe'nd more 
than half of their income on 
prescription drugs they need in order 
to stay healthy." 
Earlier this year, Baca joined with 
other Democratic members of the 
House of Representatives in signing a 
"discharge petition" to expedite 
consideration of bills he is 
cosponsoring to make prescription 
drugs more affordable: H.R. 1495, to 
provide a universal prescription drug 
benefit under Medicare; and H .R. 
664, to prov ide seniors and the 
uninsured access to the. same price 
discounts afforded bulk purchasers . 
"More than one-th ird of the 39 
million Medicare beneficiaries 
currently have no prescription drug 
ins ur~nce coverage.·· Baca said. 
"Millions more have insufficient 
coverage or must make expensive co-
payments, while many mcdigap plans 
lack adequate coverage and are often 
too expensive.'· 
SPEAK.OUT 
Continued from Page A-2 
carefully planned photo op. I for 
one. am not going to be fooled . 
Chec k o ut the DNC 
www.IKNOWWHATYOUDIDIN 
TEXAS.com. 
We know what OW Bush has 
done in Texas to Indian Tribes. 
We know what GW Bush has 
said about federal recognition of 
tribal sovereignty. 
We know wha t OW Bush 
practices by policy towards the 
environment. 
We kn ow that Senator Slade 
Gorton and Congressman Istook 
s uppo rt GW Bush and tha t he 
s upports them. 
We know what GW Bus h 
practices by policy towards 
women's health. 
We know what GW Bush 
prac tices by policy towards 
seniors and their m edication 
needs. 
We know wha t OW Bush has 
done in Texas. 
You can sign me proud to be a 
DEMOCRAT, a m ember of the 
California State Democratic Party 
Executi-ve Board and honored to 
be the found ing chairwoman of 
the Native American Caucus. A 
caucus that is proud to have many 
native and non na tive members 
and supporters . 
Never gonna quit! 
Raven Lopez-Workman 
SINCERE THANK You 
On be half of the students, 
parents , staff and Board of 
Directors of College Bound, I 
thank you for your tremendous 
s upport , assistance, and in 
particular, your recruiting efforts 
during our Ninth Annual Retreat. 
I realize that a thank-you is a 
small re ward for your diligent 
work and commitment to 
journalism. We truly appreciate 
your enthusiasm and willingness to 
print an article on College Bound 
in such short notice. This article 
will be added too our corporate 
portfolio. We plan to send 
information to the churches listed 
in your religion section. 
Again, m ay I take this 
opportunity to express our sincere 
.appreciation for assistance, and 
look forward to having your 
continued support in the future. · 
Johnnie Savoy 
President/CEO 
Continued from Page A-2 
Cheney to break the iron grip that 
the Democrats have on Black and 
Latino. voters he has no one but 
himself to blame. 
In the days before Bush picked 
Cheney there were some signs that 
the Democratic grip on Black and 
Latino voters was slipping. 
Following the March 7 Super 
Tuesday election primarie.s exit 
polls in California showed that 
Bush had pared the traditional 
colossal bulge in Democratic 
support among Latinos down to a 2 
to l margin. Overall, 15 percent of 
the Blacks, nearly 30 percent of 
Latinos and more than 40 percent 
of Asians voted for Bush-McCain. 
The Republicans were also 
heartened by the . whopping 
margins by which Latino, B lack 
and Asian voters supported the 
· anti-gay ballot initiative that limits 
marriages between two men and 
between two women· and gave near 
majority support to a nother 
conservative powered initiative 
that mandates tougher sentences 
for violent juvenile offenders. In 
Texas and Florida, Bush and his 
brother, Florida governor Jeb 
Bush, fondly brag that they bagged 
about half of the Latino vote and 
one -third of "the Black vote in 
winrling their present offices. 
The substantial support of 
Governor B:ush by Blacks at least 
in Texas , als~ shattered the myth 
that Blacks a'fe cradle-to-grave 
reflexive party-line Democrats. A 
sizable percen~age of Blacks are 
pro-life, pro-school prayer, anti -
STOCKDALE 
Continued from Front Page 
During a press conference, Dr. 
Tracy Shaw, a licensed 
psyc hologist in the State of 
California held a press conference 
wherein she stated: "Stockdale is a 
friendly and e ngagi n g African 
American young man with no prior 
criminal record , gang affi liation or 
history of substance use. Stockdale 
UGRR 
Continued from Front Page 
"We want you to get a feeling 
for what it must have been like 
v e nturing out," said Esther 
Williams, a guide and volunteer 
with Wilberforce University. 
"You don't just learn the names 
and the places . You have to 
learn the feelings behind them." 
Those feelings rush in when 
standing on the banks of the 
Ohio River in Mays ville, KY 
wfiere thousands crossed over 
into freedom. The past beca~e 
real as teachers singing Negro 
spirituals trudged the dirt path 
to th e Laughend/Harding 
House, haven on the t rail " up 
south," as the North and Canada 
were known to those escaping 
e n slavem ent. 
And history bludgeon s you 
during a recreation of the slave 
auction in Old Washington, KY. 
Master griot and National 
~ 
g~n control and anti-welfare. Many 
also enthusiastically support school 
vouchers, three strike laws, stiffer 
sentences for criminals and drug 
users, and oppose abortion while 
supporting gay rights. . 
The National Urban League 's 
recent annual State of Black 
America report confirms that 
Blacks , like many Whites, have 
benefited from these times of 
economic boom. 
They are better educated, own 
more homes and have made 
impres&ive gains in the corporate 
as well as the professional sectors. 
Democrats see this as .a plus for 
them banking heavily on the belief 
that the American voters won' t risk 
rocking the boat by electing Bush. 
But that same prosperity and 
political comfort can be a double-
edged sword for the Democrats. 
Many Blacks and Latinos now feel 
that they have a stronger stake in 
the system. Republican's try to 
play to that feeling by pitching to 
Blacks and Latinos that their 
proposals for school vouchers, 
bigger tax c redits and cuts , and 
more aid to small businesses are 
the best way for them to accelerate 
their upward social and economic 
mobility. 
But prosperity, relative racial 
peace, and the social and 
increasingly political conservatism 
of many Blacks and Latinos is not 
enough to cause them to make a 
headlong plunge into the Bush 
camp. He along with the GOP will 
have to do much more than dole 
out the few paltry dollars the: 
is of the same age as the alleged 
victims and has known two of the 
three al leged victims since his 
elementary years in the Chino 
School District. There are apparent 
discrepancies between Stockdale 's 
account of what occurred and the 
alleged victims' ac count. 
Furthermore , the re are 
discrepancies between the police 
Underground Railroad Museum 
founder Jerry Gore called up 
several teachers and exclaimed, 
"Bid 'em in" at the former 
Mason County Courthouse 
square. It w as here that Harriett 
B eecher Stowe witnessed the 
brutality that would lend her to 
write Uncle Tom 's Cabin . 
"I trie d to imag ine the 
courtyard fille_d with people," 
said Paule tte Brown-Hinds, 
University of Cincinatti 
Assistant Professo r and 
participant in the "auction." 
"It was part of culture, part of 
daily life. But you try to figure 
:,out what kind of human being 
could support that," she said. 
Teachers will carry those 
impressions back to their 
class·rooms. 
"I think many teachers have 
Black pride, but many don 't 
really have the foundation or 
Republicans have spen~ on ad 
campaigns to,'attract more Latino · 
; 
as well as Black votes. And Bush 
will certainly have to do much 
more than utter the kind of stock, 
warmed over platitudes about 
diversity that he spouted at the 
recent NAACP convention. 
He will have to pledge to make 
political appointments in his 
administration that reflect the 
diversity of America and to 
confront such hot button issues as 
immigration reform, · rac'ial 
profiling, the death penalty; _the 
grotesque racial disparities in ' he 
prison and criminal justice syseem, 
a disastrous drug policy, supi,ort 
massive funding increase for 
health care and educatiol.1 nd 
provide greater protections for the 
future of social security. 
The Cheney pick, however, 
makes a mockery of Bush's 
dangled hints that he would do 
any of these things. It also gives us 
no reason to believe that he will do 
anything to make over the GOP 
from a clubby party of "good old" 
conservative White men into a 
party of ge!Jder and racial 
inclusion. In fact , a poll released 
the same day that Bush picked 
Cheney showed that Black and 
Latino support is still rock solid for 
Gore. No wonder Gore gloated, 
"See, I told you so" about Bush to 
Jackson's group. 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is the 
author of The Disappearance of 
Black Leadership. 
emai: ehutchi344@aol.com 
report and the testimonies of each 
alleged victim presented during the 
court preceding. 
Both the NAACP and the Urban 
League shared the perspective tl\at 
racial profiling and tougher police 
tactics are likely contributing to the 
unjust discrepancies between Black 
youth and their White counterparts 
in the juvenile justice sytem. 
information they need to put it 
together for the students," said 
Sharon Brown a Cajon High 
School Teacher. "Th.is put this 
togethe r for them." 
"Without g iving p eople a 
sense of who they are, we're 
hurting ourselves and future 
generations," added Dr. Laura 
Young, a Cal State San 
Bernardino Professor. "It 
creates self-esteem and builds 
bridges." 
The seven day journey 
continues for the teachers this · 
week with stops in Michigan 
and Ontario, Canada. 
Law Offices of Larry J. Brookens 
• Homicide / Manslaughter 
Crimina l Dr ft·nsc :\ ttorncy 
• Robbery / Burglary 
• Spousal Abuse / Assaults 
• Narcotics I DUI 
• Fraud / Embezzlement 
• Weapons / Theft 
• Sexual Assault Charges 
• Larceny/ Shoplifting 
• Juvenile Offenses 
-
All Felonies & Misdemeanors 
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Urel Crain, Not Just Your Ordinary Man But A Hero 
and lowered himself into· the 
lead car, where he tound 
Guedon who was lapsing in and 
out of consciousness. "He was 
bleeding really bad , from an 
injury he sustained to the rear of 
the head:" Crain said. 
The Black Voice News 
RIVERSIDE 
By Courtney X. Shaw Jr. 
'Tm just an ordinary man ," 
said Ure! Crain of Rubidoux. 
"Throughout my life I have 
always wanted to help people." 
Pretty modest words from a 
man who has just been given a 
commendation at the White 
House for saving a man's life on 
the first day of work . "I am 
proud of my brother," replies his 
sister, Kwan Crain. "I am not 
surprised at al I." 
"They had a ceremony for me 
and some other employees in 
Washington, D.C.," says Crain. 
His son boasts with 
enthusiasm, "I went to 
Washington, too, huh, Dad?" 
"Yeah son," repiies the proud 
father and explains the reason 
for being selected for the Award 
of Valor by the president of 
Amtrak Railways. 
July 8, 1999, a day that was 
supposed to be a routine trip to ', 
Florida on Amtrak's Sunset 
Line, detoured into disaster, 
when the train collided with an 
18-wheeled vehicle carrying a 
load of saltwater. 
"The truck driver ,thought that 
he could beat the train," Crain 
said. "Thank God the cab of the 
truck made it across (the 
tracks)." 
As Crain tells it, "The time 
wasilO minutes before noon." 
He paused to sip from his 
beverage. Being the new food 
specialist fresh from training, 
things were going about as 
smooth as the train ride, a few 
bumps, but going steadily and 
efficiently. 
"We were traveling through 
Eagle Lake, Texas. It's one of 
those 'blink and you're through 
to'yVns,' not to far from where 
my folks are from," Crain said. 
"I was making a salad, talking 
to my co-workers, when I heard 
a thud. I remember thinking to 
myself 'Something ain't right 
Back To School: Means Getting Back to K-Mart 
Tht! Black Voice News 
It 's almost time to get back to 
school which means it's that time 
to get back to your local Kmart 
and get outfitted for the new 
semester. August marks that time 
of year when parents and kids 
'·shop till they drop'' for school 
suppl ies and clothes. While 
parents are looking for the 
bargains. kids are looking for the 
hottest and latest styles for their 
lockers , dorms and of course. 
themselves. 
For some, going back to school 
can be challenging. It means that 
summer fun has come to an end. 
Our Bodies 
Ernest C. Levister, Jr., M.0. 
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. 
Dear Dr. Levister: During a 
recent visit to my doctor, I 
noticed that the medical center is 
now offering alternative medicine 
under the flag of a 
complementary -- medicine 
department. Is this a new trend, if 
so will we see more such centers? 
G.O .. 
Dear G.O.: The Berlin Wall that 
has long divided a lternative 
therapies· from mainstream 
medicine appears to be 
· crumbling . Acupuncturists , 
hypnotists, massage therapists, 
and meditation instructors are 
now working at so-called 
complementary centers attached 
to major hospitals. And many 
conventionally trained doctors 
have learned to be sympathetic, 
not scornful when their patients 
say they 're trying alternative 
therapies. 
As late as 1998 a national 
survey published in the Journal of 
the American Medical 
Association (JAMA) reported that 
patients did not tell their doctors 
about 60 percent of t heir 
unconventional therapy, which 
was traditionally defined as 
treatments not generally part of 
standard medical care. But today, 
leading medical journals refer to 
alternative treatments as 
"complementary" or "integrative" 
medicine. New surveys suggest 
that today more doctors are 
integrating complementary 
therapies into the choices they 
offer patients. 
Most of the nation's 
complementary centers work in 
conjunction with the conventional 
treatment of cancer and the 
effects of chemotherapy. 
It means that the time has come 
once again for reading some "not 
so interesting" books, struggling 
through that math word problem, 
and realizing that H20 is the 
symbol for water, not the name of 
the latest rap group. For others 
it ' s the very first day of 
kindergarten or that scary 
transition from junior high to high 
school. 
For the teenager who just 
graduated high school, it's the day 
to become a college student. 
Kmart's complete · line of fashion 
and school accessories makes any 
back to school experience. frorri 
the kindergartner 's gloom to the 
college freshman blues, a pleasant 
one. 
Kmart carries this season's 
latest fashions including hip and 
funky Extreme Limit™ gear and 
the cool, casual and comfortable 
Route 66® clothing line at 
everyday low prices. Kmart has 
everything that today·s student 
needs to complete their back to 
school look. 
Kmart Corporation serves 
America with 2,177 Kmart. Big 
Kmart and Super Kmart stores. In 
addition to serving all 50 states. 
Kmart 's operations extend to 
Puerto Rico. Guam and the U.S. 
Virgin Islands. To locate the 
Kmart store nearest you . call 1-
800-866-0086. 
Easing Bedfellows 
However, we can expect to see 
the services expand into the 
exploding category of herbals. A 
recent JAMA survey found that 
more than 40 percent of the 
public -- and half of all people 
ages. 35 to 49 -- have tried_ 
alternative measures. The most 
popular herbals are garlic. ginkgo 
biloba, saw palmetto, St. John 's 
.Wort, melatonin and the wildly 
popular glucosamine and 
chondroitin . Sales of dietary 
supplements, including vitamins, 
reached $14.7 billion in 1999, 
according to the Nutritional 
Business Journal. When 
physicians realized the demand, 
more major hospitals became 
interested in complementary 
medicine and began to offer it to 
some extent. Insura·nce 
companies ~ecame pressured to 
cover some alternative medicine 
Getawa.J 1 xotji11· ~ 
. '~,\\\ ,,,,, 
' " 
treatments. Even the American 
Medical Association. which once 
ridiculed. "fringe·· medicine, now 
hawks in medical journals its new 
650-page book on alternative 
treatments as "au thori tali ve 
information on today 's hotteit 
topics." 
All this is largely due to the 
impact of consumers voting with 
their checkbooks . While 
traditionally uneasy bedfellows 
are becoming more tolerant don' t 
expect medici ne to change 
overnight. Despite the boom in 
alternatives, mainstream medicine 
is still the people 's choice. For 
nearly aJI medical conditi ons, 
I ! I - I I 
. • I . • I !, • - I -
• • • • 
.£':cape to the Portofino Hotel & Yacht Club. The only · u· ocdnfront hotel in greater Los Angeles. 
This special invitation includes reduced rates on incredibly 
comfortable guest rooms, specbcular ocean views and dinner 
for two at Pooch's, a Robbin Haas restaurant concept 
MARINA VIEW 0CEAN°V1Ew 
Rates include dinner 
for two at Pooch s 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL (800) 468-4292. 
THE PORTQFINO ~ r OT EL & YACHT C L U 8' _.,,...,., 
A NOILE HOlfSE HOTl! L · -.Mlkl,1u,Ao1,ls.rt1t11 
260 PoRTOFINO WAY REDON DO BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90277 
• ~ I() tnX1ilalnlity. S65 tii,,w,- lYrdit does IIOI include fllJc ,,,. gratuity. Expires 9/5/00. 
here ' and looked for a secure 
place .. . " As he explains, he 
stands and mimics the stance he 
took during the ordeal. His eyes 
widen and a chilling expression 
begins to sweep over his face, a 
look so full of meaning, you 
could tell it was not like the time 
you fell off your bike as a little 
kid. 
He details how the thud 
drowned the soft and mellow 
soul classics that played from 
the radio, as a succession of 
thuds and screeches like iron 
doors came nearer and become 
more deafening. " .. .like a 
domino effect, coming 
closer ... then .. " 
"Wham!" emphasized Crain, 
as he punched his right first into 
his empty palm. He recalls the 
chef flying past, careening into 
the rear of the kitchen cab upon 
impact. "I thank God for His 
protection," he sighs, and a fresh 
look of relief appears as signs of 
distress seem to lift off his face. 
"Things could have ended a lot 
worse." 
As the reality that a serious 
accident has taken place set in, 
Crain composed himself and 
began assisting co-workers 
helping the passengers off the 
train. The hot and humid Texas 
air was now carrying smoke and 
diesel fumes, as giant puddles 
began to form from a ruptured 
line in the engine. Suddenly, he 
recounts, he caught _the sight of 
an elderly woman struggling to 
climb out of the window of the 
train. As he and a co-worker 
assisted the elderly woman, 
what could be deemed as 
"fireman instincts" took over 
Crain and he ran into the train to 
help others who might still be 
inside. 
"I was a fireman before I was 
with Amtrak," Crain says with 
pride, "but the bias I felt led me 
to another career." A career 
move that engineer Ed Guedon 
must surely appreciate. 
"Ed was in the lead 
compartment when I found him, 
blood was everywhere." With 
the help of a town resident who 
was working across the street, 
Crain was hoisted atop the train 
Using a towel, Crain applied a 
technique he learned years back 
at the fire academy known by 
the acronym ABC. "A" stands 
for check the air:way. "B" stand~ 
for check for breathing. "C " 
stands for check for circulation .. 
"The first thing I had to do 
was stop the blood flow, so J--
applied pressure by wrapping A 
towel around his head applying 
direct pressure to the wound," 
Crain said. In what must hav~ 
seemed like a lifetime, Crain 
made sure Guedon . stayed 
conscious until emergency 
medical technicians arrived 
some 20 minutes later. "It sure 
was a relief to see those guys,:' 
I 
he said. 
Crain may be just an ordinary 
man, but one with extraordinary 
courage. . , 
CREDIT PROBLEMS? 
. -· 
Do you Have ... 
Late Payments? Repossessions? Foreclosures? 
Judgements? Collection Accounts? Bankruptcies? 
Tax Liens? Charge Offs? 
We Can Help! 
ICR Services, Inc. TM 
National Credit Repair* and Consumer Advantage* 
Take the First Step Toward Your New Life 
Call Today 
(909) 414-0471 
Independent Representat ive of !CR Services, Inc.n1 
www.1crserv.com 
Sit back. Relax. Ancfenjoy, 
''f?,, 
the sweet sounds of a new game. 
Now·s the time to play. With jackpots that start at $7 million and 
9 ways to win. what else is there to say but. I love playing this game. 
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2000 Mercury CliUgar 2000 Mercury Sable GS 2000 Mercury · · · 
MSRP ....... $16,845 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $1200 
FACTORY 




MSRP ....... $19,790 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT ... $1800 
FACTORY · 
REBATE.. ...... $J0OO t 
....... ""!llr ..... 
l AT THIS PRICE 
IY560Jl56 
98 FORD ESCORT 
'9999 
#WR208210 
99 FORD RANGER SUPERCAB XLT 
$13,999 
I XPB10615 
98 MERCURY MOUNTAINEER 
s19,999 
#WUJ24894 
99 MERCURY MYSTIQUE 
$10,999 
#XK6221 10 
98 FORD EXPLORER SPORT 
$14,999 
#WYB22305 
99 FORD f150 PICKUP 
$19,999 
#XKB11647 
rrrtl~YAY ... $23•130 Grand Marquis GS 
DISCOUNT ..... $1300 
FACTORY 
.PLUS REBATE..1000 
2000 Lincoln Town Car 
Executive 
MSRP ....... $39,910 
FREEWAY 
DISCOUNT .... $6000 
FACTORY 
PLUS REBATE .. 1500 




99 FORD MUSTANG 
$14,999 
#XF155204 






98 FORD WINDSTAR 
$14,999 
#WBD45817 
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LINCOLN 
MERCURY 
2.9c·Q, 5_9c~, 6.9%, 7.9% 
through Ford 
Motnr Credit on 
approved cred,t. 
," 1J 
:·, .. ~ ... •, . : ~ 909/889a3514 • 1-800-237~8115 
llll I '1600 CAMINO REAL, SAN BERNARDINO 




HALL OF FAME: The former Rialto Eisenhower High star, Ronnie Lott, has received the 
NF L's' highest honor - induction into the Hall of Fame. Lott played for the 49er's, Raiders 
and Jets, making 1.0 Pro Bowls as a defensive back. With the 49er's Lott won four 
Supers Bowls. Inducted with Lott was his teammate Joe Montana, Dave Wilcox of the 
49er's, Howie Long of the Raiders, and owner Dan Rooney of the Steelers. 
The Black Voice News Page B-1 
Beach Volleyball Pair Looking for Tri1p to Sydney .. 
: First African-
•• 
~American pair in ,, 
~:lin'e for a berth 
to the Sydney 
' l ;Olympic Games. 
By JON D. GAEDE 
BVN Staff Writer 
SEAL BEACH - When was 
- · · the last time you drove to one of 
· : :our gorgeous Southern 
.California beaches? If you 
, .haven ' t been lately, don' t be 
:surprised if a temporary stadi-
-um court is erected on the beach 
and beautiful men and women 
are engaged in volleyball wars. 
Seal Beach was the site for the 
mid-July tour stop of the 
Women's Professional 
Volleyball Tour. On display was 
his years' two top players, 
Jenny Johnson-Jordan (daugh-
ter of Olympic Gold Medalist 
Rafer Johnson) and Annett 
'Buckner-Davis, who just mayoe 
going for the gold in Sydney! 
Who are these women? They 
Photo by JON GAEDE · BVN 
BREAKING NEW GROUND: Jenny Johnson-Jordan and Annett Buckner-Davis currently in the 
No. I US team in the Beach Volleyball Olympic qualifying process. 
, , • just happen to be the first two 
African-American women ever 
Jo earn gold medals at the World 
-Championships of their sport. 
Davis and Johnson Jordan are 
currently the top-ranked team 
,on the Olympic Qualification 
Ranking list with 2,574 points. 
Liz Masakayan and Elaine 
Youngs are currently second 
;(2,284) followed by Misty May 
,llnd Holly McPeak (2,090) and 
_Lisa Arce and Barbra Fontana 
-(1,804). 
The Seal Beach event is part 
of the 2000 Sydney Olympic 
Games qualifying process 
where women's teams can post 
finishes used in~eterrnining the 
berths for the Sydney Games. 
To qualify for Sydney, a team 
must post a minimum of eight 
FIVB Beach Volleyball World 
· Tour finishes between January 
1, 1999 through August 15, 
2000. 
The most teams a nation can 
. qualify for Sydney is two per 
: : : : gender, except host Australia 
that can be represented by three 
teams in each competition. 
Kevin now works with Athletes 
in Action .µid supports Jenny's 
Olympic pursuit. Her father 
Rafer, won the Olympic 
Decathlon at 1960 Games, held 
in Rome. 
Annett Buckner-Davis mar-
ried former UCLA swimmer 
Byron Davis who is training for 
a spot on the Olympic swim 
team. Annett won the Pac-10 
Player of the Year in 1994 and 
still holds the single season 
record of 639 kills. 
These are two magnificent 
athletes who will soon compete 
on the world stage. To see them 
leap off the hot sand or soar 
above the net,' rs something to 
behold. It takes a special athlete 
to leap, dive or rise to their feet 
and hit the ball over the net with 
accuracy. They do this many 
times over within each 15 point 
match. To reach the final game 
of a tournament, they may have 
to play ten games. 
-~t~❖-,-, 
• ·::;=:; '-:'{,:~-; ¼., 
Both Jenny and Annett attend-
ed and enjoyed great success as 
UCLA Bruins. Jenny is married 
to fonner UCLA football stand-
out receiver, Kevin Jordan. 
Once in Sydney, the girls will 
have tough challenges from 
great teams from around the 
world, especially the world's 
No. I team, the Brazilians. 
However, when Jordan and 
Davis are at their best, collec-
tively they are like a precision 
ballet. 
Photo by JON GAEDE · BVN 
DIGGIN': Jenny Johnson-Jordan get into the sand to dig out this 
shot. · 
. Photo by JON GAEDE · BVN 
; IN.LAND CREW: {l-r) Traison Lewis of Rancho Cucamonga is headed to Wiscor:isin, Derrick 
· .Johnson from Riverside Notre Dame is slated for Washingion, Riccardo Stewart of L'a Verne 
:Bonita has signed with Arizona State and Donte Nicholson from Diamond Bar is also headed to 
:i'washington. Lewis, Johnson, Stewart and Nicholson were part of an excellent California all-star 





Alison Terry, 26, who captured a gold 
medal; in the World University Games 
last year, has her sights set on Sydney, 
where she hopes to become the first 
African-American swimmer to compete 
in the Olympic Games. 
"The idea of making history is excit-
ing," said Terry, who is the head coach 
of Clairemont High School's boys 
swim team. 
"I would love to be the first African-
America swimmer to make the 2000 
tearn," she said. "Tennis has the. 
Will~ams - sisters ' (Venus and 
Serena).and Arthur Aihe. Golf has 
Tiger Woods. Sw11J101ieg !}ceds ··as 
African-American ~Hst, too. In~ 
to be that person." · 
I 
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-The Klumps Prove Box Offi~e Gold with Opening Weekend· 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Scooby 
The Klumps are back to make 
you laugh one more time. This 
was a very funny !Ilovie that just 
happened to be c0ming out in 
2000. What a movie year. The 
Klumps is one of the best movies 
that have made it to the theaters 
this year. The Klumps is a PG-13 
rated sequel and has grossed over 
$42 million. Eve n though thi s 
movie is played by mostly one 
character, the talented Eddie 
Murphy, he is al s o joined by 
Janet Jackson who plays Denise. 
I 
Sherman (Murphy) has another 
invention that can make history, 
· but of course h is o ld "friend" 
Buddy L ove messes th ings up 
because he is still connected to 
Sherman b y o n e single gene 
strand. While there's comedy, 
thi s m ovie a l so has rom ance. 
H aving been offered a job in 
Maine, Denise discusses It with • 
. Sherman and drops hints that she 
will stay for a "special someone." 
So Sherman· ask s her to marry 
him , a nd that 's when chaos 
begins but in orde r to find out· 
how it turns out, you will have to 
go see the movie for yourself. 
By Reana Haynes 
The Klumps have proven that 
not all sequels turn out to be 
flops. This reviewer enjoyed the 
movie, the story line ·was 
excellent and with the room filled 
top to bottom with laughter 
bouncing off the walls, it is no 
surprise the movie made over $42 
million and is #1 at the box 
office. 
Family Fun Day 
with PAL Center 
The Black Voice News 
Belcher Named Senio,r VP of Artisan Home Entertainment 
' 
SAN BERNARDINO 
The Provi sional Acceler ated 
Learning Center -- The Pal Center -
- invites the public to·join them in a 
family fun day of professional 
baseball at Stampede Stadium in 
San Bernardino, Sunday, August 
13, beginning at 5:00 p.m. Tickets 
are $4.00 per person. 
. 
The Black Voice News product including the development, 
LOS ANGELES 
Artisan Home Entertainment has 
named marketing veteran Hosea 
Belcher Senior Vice President, 
Marketing. The appointment was 
announced by Steve Beeks, 
President, Artisan Home 
Entertainment, to whom Belcher 
will directly report. Belcher will be 
based in Artisan ' s Santa Monica 
office. 
creative direction and strategic 
marketing surrounding new and 
library releases on video and DVD. 
Additionally he will be charged with . 
building brand marketing for the 
company 's own Family Home 
Entertainment division as well as 
Artisan distributed brands such as 
Discovery, Hallmark, The Firm and 
the Baby Einstein Company. 
Prior to joining Artisan, Belcher 
was Vice President of Marketing for 
Twentie th C entury Fox Home 
Entertainment, having started with 
Fox in 1994 as a Marketing 
Manager. W hile at Fox, he was 
responsible for the overall marketing 
activi ties for over $700 million in 
-sales a nd worked on top titles 
including Independence Day, True 
Lies, Waiting to Exhale, The 
Simpsons and The X-Files. Before 
Fox, Belcher worked at Buena Vista 
Television as a Marketing Manager 
responsib le for syndicated 
programming. Belcher has also held 
a number of marketing positions at 
consumer product companies such 
as Quaker Oats and Proctor & 
He will be responsible for 
overseeing marketing activities for 
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J;o TO blockbuster.com 
· and correctly answ~: 
Who won the evening's first , 
BLOCKBUSTER ENTERTAINMENT AWARD™? 
Enter by midnight June 23. 
To enter by mail see details below. 
w-~ 
•$10,000 Visa11 card! 
•Sony Big Screen TV 
•$100 BLOCKBUSTER GiftCard" 
VISA. --
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Gamble. 
S a i d 
Be e ks , 
" Hosea 
to Hosea and his keen marketing 
savvy to help us take Artisan to the 
next level in home entertainment." 




a n d 
experience. 
As Artisan 
Belcher earned a BS in General 
Engineering/Product Design from 
Stanford University and an MBA in 
Marketin g from Columbia 
University. 
This fund raiser will be great 
family fun with free gifts to early 
arrivals. 
Hosea Belcher 
continues to capitalize on the variety 
and depth of its c atalog while 
simultaneously strengthening the 
awareness of its brands, we will tum 
Artisan Entertainment, Inc. is a 
leading independent entertainment 
company that d istributeli motion 
pictures in the home entertainment, 
theatrical and broadcast and pay 
television markets. 
Dr. Mildred Henry will sing the 
national anthem from mid-field as 
we "bat 'er up." 
For further information contact 
the PAL Center at (909) 887-7002 
or contact any staff member. 
w~ et, 9ot? ~ ~ ~~ tc~e,/ 
We- 'tt~ u:t,e,h, r"u, -;f4e, Mi,i,~ ~ 1e:t ~edl 
Accounting 
Bookkeeping 
Governmental and Non-Profit Accounting 
Tax Prepcjrers 
Administration of Justice 
Aviation Maintenance 
Flight Operaoons 
Air Travel Careers - Flight Certificate 




Basic Automotive Body and Paint Technician 









Family Child Care Provider 
Master Teacher (Child Development) 
Site Supervisor (Child Development) 
Teacher (Child Development) 
Associate Teacher (Child Development) 
Communications/Broadcasting 
Radio Production and Operations 







Electric Power Technology 
Computer-Aided Drafting · 
Drafting Assistant 
Dietetic Aide 
Dietetic Service Supervisor 
Geographic Informktion Systems 
AlcohoVDrug Studies 
Career Specialist 




Computer Numerical Control: CAD/CAM 
Machinist Standard 
Tool and Die 




Legal Administrative Assistant 
Medical Administrative Assistant 
Information Processing Specialist 
Pharmacy Technology 
Athletic Training and Sports Medicine 





Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
Restaurant Managem ent 
Dining Room Service 
Food Preparation 
Food Service 
Water Supply Engineering 
Welding Technology 
Consolidated Welding 
~ ~~~ 1/4,~ eoae,e, 
701 South Mt. Vernon Avenue, San Bernardino, 92410 
YOUR CAREER HOT-LINE (909) 885-7692 
FALL CLASSES· BEGIN AUGUST 14th 
I Got better things to do· than 
"7orry about paying your electric billf: 
4 
Free up your time with our Direct Payment program. With this free service, your monthly 
payment is automatically deducted from your checking account: N o checks to write, stamps to 
find , or envelope~ to mail. You don' t have to walk or drive to a payment center. And best of 
all, you don 't have to worry about paying on time. It's all done -for you. What you d9 with the 
time you save is up to you! To learn more, caU 1-800-434-2365 or visit us at www.sce.com. 
E:iE"o'fSO'N 
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What's Going On 'Round Town 
is seeking the public's help with 
food and financial donations for 
its annual community 
Thanksgiving Day Meal on 
November 25. Captain Darren 
Trimmer of the Ontario Salvation 
Army anticipates serving 600 
meals this year, which will be 
served from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
the Army's church facility at 
1412 S. Euclid Avenue in 
Ontario. For more information, 
please call (909) 986-6748. 
July 10 - August 11, For the 
fourth year, The Salvation Army 
in Riverside is hosting a five-
week day camp for children, 
grades 1-6, at 3695 First Street 
(near downtown Riverside). 
' This special program will be 
,. held Monday thru Friday from 
8:30 a.m. to 4 ·p.m. and will 
involve the children in organized 
games\ arts & crafts, drama, 
free time, and tours of libraries, 
newspapers, museums, etc. 
There are still a few spaces 
available. For more information, 
, please call (909) 784-4490. 
· August 5, 10:00 a.m., The Lula 
- Washington Dance Theatre 
., continues its 20th anniversary 
·· celebration with tw·o shows at 
the John Anson Ford 
Amphitheatre. Join the Youth 
Dance Ensemble, with kids from 
6 to 13 years old, as they 
present "Cinderella and Her 22 
Ugly Step Sisters. Tickets are 
$7.00. For more information or 
A to purchase tickets call (323)1-
• GO-FORD. 
' August 19, 20, 26, 27 10:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m., the 15th 
Annual Los Angeles African 
Marketplace and Cultural Faire, 
themed "A Millennial Celebration 
of Africa 's Spanish/Latin 
Legacy," will feature 
' entertainment; special events 
and festivals; Africa, The 
' Caribbean and Latin America 
shopping; exotic cuisine, soul 
food and much more at Rancho 
Cienega Park, 5001 Rodeo 
Road in southwest Los Angeles. 
, Prospective exhibitors and 
potential volunteers may call the 
African Marketplace office for 
applications at (213) 847-1540. 
August 19, 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m., First District Rivers'ide 
County Republican Central 
Committee invites the public to 
the Southern California 
Premiere "Clinton Chronicles 
11. •• The Final Chapter'' featuring 
the Honorable Howard 
Kaloogian. The cost is $35 per 
person or $60 per couple. For 
reservations and information call 
Trudy Thomas (909) 677-4761. 
September 15-17th, Big Bear 
Lake's first annual International 
Film Festival will be held for 
Bear Fest 2000 in various 
mountain community, nestled in 
the San Bernardino National 
Forest. For more information 
call (909) 866-3433. 
October 14-22 The Farmers fair 
and Expo invites Riverside 
County ' residents to turn 
competitive entries into gold at 
this year's annual event. 
Ribbons and cash awards are 
offered in hundreds of divisions 
including youth and adult 
categories. The 54th edition of 
the fair is themed, "Fishing for 
California Gold." For additional 
information contact (909) 657-
4221. 
October 21, 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 
p.m., The Institute for Black 
Parenting and the University of 
California at Riverside will 
introduce Black Family Day at 
UCR. Black Family Day is a day 
to celebrate, educate and uplift 
the minority family through art, 
music, food and workshops. For 
more information contact (909) 
782-2800. 
Applications are now being 
evaluated by The Ten Star All 
Star Basketball Camp. Boys 
and girls ages 7-19 can apply. 
College basketball scholarships 
are possible for the most 
advanced players. For an 
evaluation form, call (704) 372-
8610 anytime. 
Volunteers 
Health Care, Inc. Odyssey, is 
looking for volunteers. who can 
make a difference. Help raise 
awareness in the community 
about the .value of hospice. 
Contact Stephanie Hodson, 
Volunteer Coordinator at (800) 
889-0011 or (909) 512-5282 -
pager. Training is free and fun. 
Classes now being formed. 
Tutors Wanted. Help adults 
learn to read. Volunteers are 
needed for the Adult Literacy 
Program serving the Fontana, 
Rialto, and Bloomington 
libraries. The next tutor training 
workshops are being held Jan. 
22 and 29 at the Fontana 
Library. To sign up or for more 
information, please call Virginia 
at (909) 350-4211. 
Cla~ses 
Home Care: Skills for the 
Family Care Giver Training 
provided by American Red 
Cross, Inland Empire Chapter in 
San Bernardino. Three four-
hour sessions will be held from 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. beginning 
Tuesday, January 18, and 
ending on Thursday, January 
20. Pre-registration is required. 
l'o enroll or to request 
information on other Red Cross 
courses, call (909) 888-1481 or 
the Redlands Branch Office at 
(909) 793-2184. 
Arthritis Self-Help Class 
Kaiser Permanente Medical 
Center in Fontana and the 
Arthritis Foundation is offering a 
six-week Arthritis Self-Help 
Class. The class is open to 
Health Plan members and the 
public and a $15 materials fee 
from January 17 to February 21, 
2000 from 10:00 a.m. to Noon, 
at Kaiser Permanente Medical 
Center, Medical Office Building 
2 , 6th Floor, 9961 Sierra 
Avenue, Fontana. 
Meditation, the Sacred Journey, 
facilitator Na' lmah D. Powell, 
M.D., RSCP. For pre-
registration contact Myra Allen 
(909) 789-1738. 
Dispute Resolution, The 
Dispute Resolution Center, is 
currently seeking community 
members to train as volunteer 
mediators. Qualified volunteers 
who commit to the program will 
receive 32 hours of training to 
become certified mediators . 
There is no cost for the 
certification. The fee for the 
mediation training class, is 
$150 .00. Classes are 
scheduled Tuesday and 
Thursday from 6:00-9:10 p.m. 
For more information, call (909) 
955-4903. 
venues throughout this The Salvation Army of Ontario 
Support Groups 
Frankly Speaking with .'TI.IIU· ~ 
Congratulations to Rev. 
Shennella Garret-Egson, Pastor 
of Allen Chapel AME Church at 
4009 Locust Street, on being 
one of the four women chosen 
for the Riverside Police Review 
Board. A great choice of a great 
Lady! She is one of only 2 
African Americans on the Board 
and with her background and 
expertis~ she will surely become 
a very valuable asset to the 
Board. Congratulations also to 
Allen Chapel our oldest African 
American Church in Riverside 
on its 125th Anniversary! 
Toni Jackson Williams 
and then have it indexed to 
infl~tion. Every time inflation 
rises the minimum wage would 
be raised accordingly. This 
would give those persons who 
are at the lowest ena of the 
earning base at the very least, 
an opportunity to do more than 
just survive. 
Those attending as guest of 
BAPAC's were : BAPAC 
members Michelle Diggs, Stacie 
Pamon, Mary Johnson, Barbara 
Tyree Simon and Sherman 
Simon, Shelia Walsh, and 
Educational Plan for our Donna Hunter. The Riverside 
The Riverside Chapter of the Children, Social Security and Chapter of NCNW was 
Black American Political the Economy. 1 _P1ru:1 to to~ch ~n represented by Claudia Johnson, 
' Association of California each 0 ~ her topics m pasSmg m Pat Ellis, Virginia Higgins and 
(BAPAC) was extremely • upco~ng wee~s but plan to do Neicey Scott and the 
pleased to be able to 'sponsor' 16 a detail report 10 our newsletter, Democratic Women's Club was 
persons from BAPAC and other BAPAC's ~ews Bite. If y~u represented by Mary Lou 
organizations to be our guest at want to receive a copy by ~ma~l, Morales, Sylvia Martin James, 
the luncheon held on last send me your address and it will Diana Orchard and Edith 
Saturday for Senator Dianne be forwarded to you. Copies Quevedo. 
Feinstein . It was held at the · will be available at other sources 
in the future. Sheraton Fairplex. in the city of 
Pomona by the Tri-Counties 
BAPAC Chapter of Pomona 
where Tommy Randle is the 
Chair, Councilman Willie White 
is President Emeritus and Vice 
Chair Zepher Tate-Mann, JD, is 
th~ Program Chair. 
Senator Feinstein spoke on 
many topics that hit our 
communities right on target. She 
wants the Democrats to have a 
platform based on at least some 
of these areas during the 
upcoming Democratic 
Convention: Patients Bill of 
Rights, Hate Crime Legislation, 
Minimum Wage, A better 
The Riversi_de Chapter of 
BAPAC is sponsoring a 
One specific topic that· workshop on Saturday, August 5 
Senator Feinstein touched on on "How to Run a Political 
was the minimum wage. Some Campaign." It will be held at 
of the statistics were appalling. Allen Chapel AME Church on 
For instance the Senator stated the corner of 10th and Locust 
that the wage gap of the income Street at 9:00 a.m . Presentors 
of the poorest persons in our 
community has dropped by 
20% while the income of the 
wealthiest has risen by 28% ! 
Seven out of 10 new jobs pay 
less than $11 per hour and if you 
are a single mother with just one 
child you must work 3 jobs in 
order to survive. The Senator is 
suggesting that the minimum 
wage be raised by $1 per hour · 
will be persons who have run 
and won: Councilman Ameal 
Moore, Community College 
Trustee Lois Carson, and former 
Mayor Jim Busby. Voter 
Registration and information on 
the Ba,lot by Mail Campaign 
will also be available. 
-' 
The Community Counseling 
Center at Ca State, San 
Bernardino is · making 
appointments for adults facing 
such issues as depression, 
anxiety, traumatic life changes, 
relationship problems and eating 
disorders. A $10 fee is charged 
for each SO-minute counseling 
session. For more information, 
call the Community Counseling 
Center at (909) 880-5569. 
Option House, Inc. offers 
support groups for women who 
are victims of Domestic 
Violence. Support groups are 
free and confidential, Sundays 
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., Mondays 
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Groups are. 
held at Domestic Violence 
Outreach Center, 3333 North "E" 
St. in San Bernardino. For more 
information, call (909) 882-0082. 
Teen Group Sessions, held 
Tuesday and Thursday, 4-6 p.m. 
held at Tri~City Violence 
Prevention Outreach Center, 
980 S. Bloomington Ave., Ste. 
8, Bloomington. The group 
discusses conflict resolution, 
violence prevention , effective 
community skills and more. For 
more information, call (909) 820-
0400 or (909) 381-3471 . 
The Riverside Historical Society 
is now soliciting manuscripts for 
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Black Voice News · 
P~st Office Box 15Elf,,. • ·. 
~iversid~, CA 92502 
its local history journal. The fifth Place, Quail Valley - 3:00-3:45 
issue of -'the Journal of the p.m. biweekly. 
Riverside Historical Society will Menifee Elementary School, 
_be published in February 2001, 26301 Garboni Rd, Menifee -
and w-i.LL.f.t_ature articles on 4:00-4:30 p.m. biweekly. 
Riverside's pas'l--:-Manuscripts Wednesdays 
should not exceed 2,000 wordSlh--e::fsmn~ -213-76 Pecan, 
in length, not including end Wildomar - 9:45-10:30 a.m. 
notes. For questions of style, weekly. · 
authors should consult the 14th El Cerrito Elementary School, 
edition of the Chicago Manual 7581 Rudell Rd, El Cerrito -
of Style. Please mail 11:30-12:15 weekly. 
manuscripts by August 1, 2000 Home Gardens Eleme.ntary 
to: Publications Committee, School, 13550 To lton Ave., 
Riverside Historica l Society, Home Gardens - 2:45-3:15 p.m. 




Residents in rural and remote 
areas of Wester·n R iverside 
County will enjoy more 
convenient library service 
provided by a newly launched 
·bookmobile operated by the 
Riverside County Library 
System. 
Tuesdays 
Quail Valley Bible 
Church/Project Lift, 28780 Quail 
Butterfield Elementary School. 
16275 Grand Ave., Lakeland 
Village .- 11-11 :30 a.m. weekly 
Clinton Keith & Palomar. 
Northeast corner, W1ldomar -
12:30-1 :30 p.m. biweekly. 
Windmill Farms, 33625 Mission 
Trail, Wildomar - 2:00-2:30 p.m. 
biweekly. 
Wildomar Elementary School. 
21575 Palomar St., Wildomar -
3:00-3:45 p.m. biweekly. 
Butterfield Elementary School. 
16275 Grand Ave., Lakeland 
Vi llage - 11-11 :30 p.m. weekly. 
89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373 ... (909) 792-0721 





3 days of MAGIC 
for EVERYONE 
benefiting the 
Magic Johnson Foundation 
Taylor Michaels 
Scholarship Fund 
HOSTED BY EARVIN 
"MAGIC" JOHNSON 
Day 1 - Friday August 4 
Levi's p1e1en11 D'ANGELQ 
VnnJ011: 1-.pi,,,d,· II ~Lll' ri, , 
WIIH Lucy Pear~ ! '• f, !c 1'1 !I 
The Greek Theatre • 7pm 
Day• 3 Sunday, Aug. 6 
MAGIC'S ALL-STAR 
CHARITY GAME 
UCLA Pauley Pavilion· 6:30 pm 
VIP Floor Seats $ 7 SO (mclude1 Conc,rt and Mard1 G1o1 Party) 
Game Tickets: $100, $60, $40, $10 
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Non-public school seN ing chil-
d ren with special needs, 0-6 
years, is seeking two family coun-
selors. MFT or LCSW license 
required. Experience with chil-
d ren with special needs pre-
ferred. For info and application: 
The Children 's Center of 
Riverside (909) 784-0020. 
Employment Opportunity 
M ake a fortu n e from thP. com-
fort of y our home doing easy 
clerical w ork!! 
Send $4 plus a self-
a ddre ssed stamped enve-
lope l o : · 
Santiag o Amador 
5208 W. H offer St. 
Banning , CA 92220 
FOR SALE 
Salon Furniture 
Complete Salon Furniture for 
s a le (12) b rand n ew. (90 9) 
361 - 2200 
Vendors 
Attent ion vendo rs. 





G as stov e , good condition 
runs great $100 o b o, fu ton 
$ 50, full/twin bunk b ed 
frame $30. (909) 769-3632 
LEGALS 
REQUEST FOR BIDS 
, ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
99 .1 KGGI/KKDD has an imme-
diate opening for an A ccount 
Executive to create and maintain 
local retail accounts. This person 
Is required to contact businesses 
by phone and in person to devel-
op marileting strategies to help 
local b usinesses advertise on 
radio effectively. EOE Employer. 
Resumes excepted until 8/1/00. 
Send qualifications to: 
Scott Welsh 
GSM , KGGI/KKDD Radio 
2001 Iowa Ayenue, Suite 200 
Riverside, CA 92507 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
p. 712 
seq. b &p code) 
Staternent liled with 1he County of 
Riverside on 07105/00. 
I hereby cerlffy that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005087 
p.7113, 7/20, 7/27, 81.3 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
COMPUTER PAYNES 
9520 Nickellaus Ct. 
Corona, CA 92883 
Tyler Ellingson (James) 
9520 N ickellaus Ct 
Corona, CA 92883 
James Freeman (Gregory) 
1022 S. Howard St. #B 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business is conducted by Co--
Partners. 
Registrant commenced to transact busi· 
ness under the f ictitious business 
name(s) listed above on June 15, 2000. 
s/ ... Tyler Ellingson 
The filing of this statement does no, of 
itself authorize the use in th is state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
lhe rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement fi led with lhe County of 
Riverside on 06/26/00. 
I hereby cerlify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 004822 
p.7/l 3. 7120. 7127, 813 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
EKOMPETE 
5890 Fairlane Drive 
Riverside, CA 92506 
I • 
The Housing Authority of the 
C ounty of Riverside will be 
accepting sealed bids fo r the pur-
chase of an IBM AS/400 and 
related program software. 
Specifications and bid docu-
ments may be picked up a t the 
Housing Authority, 5555 Arlington 
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92504, 
between the hours of 8:00 AM 
and 5:30 PM, Monday thro ugh 
Friday. 
John Elton Peterson 
5890 Fairlane Drive 









All bids must be received by the 
Housing Authority by 12:00 PM 
on August 7, 2000. Please con-
tact Kurt Johnson, Procurement 
Officer at (909) 351-0700 ext. 
303, should you have any ques -
tions. 
p. 7/2 
The following person{s( 1s (are) doing 
business as: 
QUALITY DRY CARPET CARE 
1961 8 Jill Cour1 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Matthew Avila Irving 
1961 8 Jill Courl 
Riverside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact busi-
ness under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 6/2/00. 
s/ ... Matthew A. Irving 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itseij authorize the use in this s tate of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
stale. or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the Counly of 
Riverside 6n 07/06/00. 
I hereby cer11fy that this copy 1s a co(-
rect copy of the onginal statement on 
me in my oftice 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005104 
p. 7/13, 7/20, 7/27, 8/3 
The lollowing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
CAREER CONNEXTION 
831 Lomond Drive 
R1vers1de, CA 92508 
Belinda Elaine Jones 
831 Lomond Drive 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Anit ra B. Townsend 
12040 Wendy St. 
Cerritos, CA 90703 
' This business is conducted by Co• 
Partners. 
Registranthas no1 yet begun to transac1 
business under the fict~ious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Belinda E. Jones 
The filing of this statement does not of 
ilSett authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
stale. or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/10/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005188 
p. 7/13, 7120, 7127, 8t.l 
The following person(s) Is (are) doing 
business as: • 
HAYDEE'S AUTO SALES 
8355 Pristine Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Haydee Perez 
8355 Pristine Pl. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 10 transact 
business under the t ie1itious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Haydee Perez 
The filing of this siatement does not of 
itseK authorize the use in lhis state of a 
fictitiolJS business name in violation of 
the righls of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... John Elton Pelerson 
The liling of this statement does not of 
itself authorize 1he use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement l iled with the County of 
Riverside on 07/12/00 
I hereby certify 1hat this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
f ile in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005260 
p. 7120. 7/27. 8/3. Bil 0 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
BELLO SALON 
5890 Fairlane Drive 
Rr1erside. CA 92506 
Michele Marie Bello 
5890 Fairlane Drive 
Rr1erside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yel begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(st listed above. 
s/ ... M1chele Marie Bello 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the nghls of another under federal. 
state, or common law {sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statemenl llled with the County of 
Riverside on 0711 3/00. 
I hereby cer1ny that this copy is a co,'. 
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005272 
p.7120. 7127. 8/3, 8110 




365 Richer Cr. Apt. 213 
Corona, CA 92879 
Lanise JoAnn Angenette Tel<elhaimanot 
365 Richer Cr. Apt. 213 1 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Lanise Tekelhaimanot 
The tiling of this statement does not Of 
itsatt authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statemen1 tiled with the County Of 
Riverside on 07117/00. 
I hereby cerlify thal this copy is a ~or-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005344 
p.7/W , 7/27, at.l, 8110 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
STORAGE DELIVERY 
890 Granvia Valmonte 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Michael James Orlich 
890 Grenvia Valmonte 
~aim Springs, CA 92262 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Regislrant commenced to transact bus~ 
ness under the f ictitious business 
Micro-Loans F o r Your Business! 
The federal government i s c omm itted in h elping entr epre-
neurs to start a n ew business, and/or expand their existing . 
business. 
The prog ram i s esp ecially d esi g ned to help applic ants who 
cannot quali fy for a t raditi onal business loan, becau se, of 
poor or lack of c r edit, and little or no co llateral. The l oans 
range from $ 1,000.00 to $25,000.00, and c an be u sed for the 
purchase of f urniture, fixtures, equipmen t , i n ventory, 
m achinery, and workin g c apital. If a littl e mon ey can help 
g et your business st arted, 
CALL TODAY, THE CREDIT FACTORY: 
(909) 613-8496 or visit o u r websi te: 
www;thecreditfac tory.com 
YOUR BUSINESSES MUST BE IN WS ANGELES, 
VENTIJRA, OR ORANGE COUNTIES. 
. -· ~ . ' . •' .. ' . . . \ . .. . ~ ... ' 
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name(s) isled above on 6127/00. 
s/ ... Michael J . Or1ich 
The liling of this statement does not of 
Itself au1horfze the use in this state cl a 
tie1itious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under fed41al, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on ~8/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy cl the original statement on 
file In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 001501 
p. 7120, 7127, 81.3, 8110 
The following person(s) is (are) dor,g 
business as: 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS PRINTING 
SIGNS AND MORE 
66501 Pierson Blvd. 
Deserl Hot Springs, CA 92240 
James Edward Haney 
515 W. Randall 
Rialto, CA 92376 
. Jeanine Kay Haney 
51 5 W. Randall 
Rialto, CA 92376 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals -- Husband & Wffe. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... James E. Haney 
The fifing of this statement does ,not of 
ltsett authorize the use in this state.of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
lhe rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Sta1ement liled with the County ot 
Riverside on 07/19/00. 
I hereby cerl~y that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005407 
p. 7/20, 7127, at.l, 8110 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
QUILL I INK 
2255 Wildoak Way #211 
Corona, CA 92679 
Melissa Sarah Palisano 
2255 Wildoak Way #211 
Corona, CA 92879 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registranl commenced to transact busi• 
ness under 1he fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 3/6/2000 
s/ ... Melissa Poliseno 
The filing of this statement does nol of 
itseK authorize the use in lhis state of a 
fictitious business name K1 violation of 
the rights o1 another under federal, 
state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
S1atement filed with the County of 
Rivers<le on 07118/00. 
I hereby cerl~y that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original slatement on 
Me in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005370 
p .7127, 813, 8/10, 8117 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
MAC PAC INTERNATIONAL 
10376 Wells Avenue 
Rivrside, CA 92505 
Darlin Aton MgBeke 
476 Snowbird Lane 
Corona. CA 92882 
Etoomchukwu MgBel<e 
476 Snowbird Lane 
Corona, CA 92882 
lkechukwu MgBeke 
5657 Arlington Avenue #78 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by an 
Unincorporated Association •· Olher 
lhan a Partner~hip. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Darhngton MgBeke 
The filing of lhis statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of anolher under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Stalement tiled with the County of 
Riverside on 07/21/00. 
I hereby cenity thal this copy is a cor• 
reel copy of the o riginal statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005479 
p. 7127. 813. 8/10. 8127 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
ROSALES. TRANSLATION AND 
INTERPRETATION SERVICES 
4641 Arlington Avenue #40 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Victor Manuel Rosales 
4641 Arlington Avenue #40 
Riverside, Cal!forn,a 92504 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Victor Manuel Rosales 
FILE NO. 005395 
p.7127, 1113, 8110, 8117 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
SPLASH WEAR OF CALIF. 
CAPT,\IN RON 
206 S. Buena Vista 58 
Corona, CA 92882-1928 
Ronald Stringer (Lee) 
206 S. Buena Vista 58 
Corona, CA 92882-1928 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact busi-
ness under the f ictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 6121/94. 
s/ ... Ronald Stmger 
The f iling of this S1atement does not of 
itsett aulhorize the use in this state of a 
f ictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 06/05/00. 
I hereby certify thal this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 004338 
p. 618, 6115, 6122, 6129, 7127, 81.3, 8/10, 
8117 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
DISCOUNT CARPET BROKER 
DCB COMPUTER CONSULTANTS 
1057 Country Club Lane ' 
Corona, CA 92880-1226 
Joel Sutherland 
1057 Country Club Lane 
Corona, CA 92880-1226 
This bus iness is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact busi• 
ness under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on 711/00. 
s/ ... Joel Sutherland 
The f iling of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
slate, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Stalement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/16/00. 
I hereby cerlify that lhis copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005388 
p.7/27, 813. 8110, 8117 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
PICK UP FREIGHT & PAC KAGING 
78902 Fountain Hills Drive 
Palm Deserl, CA 92211 
David Frost Barber 
412 Westmont Drive 
Alhambra. CA 91803 
Hariy Hanna 
78902 Fo1.Jntain Hills Drive 
Palm Deserl, CA 92211 
This business is conducted by Co-
Par1ners. 
Regis1rant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... David F. Barber 
The filing ~f this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use 1n this state of a 
fictitious business name 1n v iolation of 
the rights ot another under federal , 
state. or common law (sec. i 440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement hied with tt1e County of 
Riverside on 07/25/00. 
I hereoy cenify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the or191na1 statemen1 on 
flle in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 0055~4 
p. 7127. 8/3. 8110. 1!/ 17 
The following person(s) is (are) ooing 
business as: 
C & H PUBLISHING 
20 t 80 W. Point Dr!Ve 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Bradley John Hams 
20180 W. Point Dr. 
Riverside. CA 92507 
Christopher Brook Summerour 
2799 t Vista Del Valle 
Hamel, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Bradley J. Harris 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itsett a1.Jthorize the use in this state of a 
fictit ious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
R,-erside on 07/31100. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor• 
rect copy of lhe original slatement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005719 
p. 8/3, Bil 0. 8117, 8124 
The following person(sl is (are) doing 
business as: 
COLOR MILLS 
The filing of this statement does not of 4656 La Sierra Avenue 
~sett authorize the use in this state of a Riverside, CA 92505 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, Hien Cong Tran 
slate, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) · San Bernardino, CA 92404 
Statement f iled with the County of 
Riverside on 07/19/00. This business is conducted by 
I hereby cerlffy that this copy is a cor- Individual. 
rect copy cl the original statement on Registrant ha✓n01 ye1 begun to transact 
file in my office. business under the fictitious business 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk name(s) lisled above. 
EXCmNG CA EER OPPORTUNITIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
San Bernardino County's Probation D epartment is currently recruiting 
to fill multiple vacancies a t its juvenile d ete ntion and treatment facil i-
t ies. The fol lowing posit io ns are currently open for applicat ion. 
Probation Comtctlons Officer Trainee 
$2153 • $2746/mo. 
Requires 60 sem ester (90 quarter) units of completed college cou rse-
wor1(, including 9 semester (14 quarter) units in behavioral sciences, 
criminology or a related area. 
Night Custody Officer 
S1860 - S2371/mo. 
Requires: 9 semester (14 qua rter) u nits o f completed co nege course-
work in b ehavioral sciences, criminology, or a re lated a rea QB 6 mos. 
exp. worlcing wf1uvenUe groups. 
A generous benefit p)an Is offered in addition to the listed salary. For 
details and required C ounty application, contact: 
San Bernardino County H uman Resources 
157 W est Fifth Street, San Bernardino, CA 92415 
(909) 387-8304 or (909) 387-6091 TDD 
www.co.san -oemardino.ca. us 
EOE m/f/d 
Senior Public Information Specialist 
Community Outreach 
$4,;J 12 - $5,339 Per Month 
p. 712 
As Information liaison, plan and coordinate events involving communi-
ty/business represen tatives; prepare and deliver presentations; report 
on a ctivities. 
Require■: Four years' experience conduc ting public outreach · pro-
grams; writifl!>'editing publications and preparing/making presentations. 
(Relevant degree may substitute for up to two years of experience.) 
Knowledge of air quality end environmental Issues; strong interperson-
al a'l(I coalltlon-bulldtng sldls; multi-project management experience; 
bilingual skills, and a working knowledge of Mic rosoft office are desir-
able . ~QMO appliq,tion and supplemental questionnaire are required 
and must bf received by August 18 , 2000 to be assured of consldara-
!ID"· l"or de1liits or lffl application package, access the AOM D Web "ige at'bd!tlbww ,Qffld goy sench 1meJI to hrOagmd gpy or call (909) 
2800, ~GO~fll' I 
p, 
' 
sl ... Hien Cong Tran 
The tlNng of this statement does not of 
itseff authorize the uH In this state of a 
fie1itious busin•• name In violation af 
the rights of another under ftlderll, 
sta1e, or common law (sec. 1-4-40 et. 
seq. b &p code) ' 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/25/00. 
I hereby oerllfy that this copy Is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file ., my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005537 
p.813, 8/10, 811-7, 8124 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
BOINK NETWORKING COM~RS 
· 15432 Zaharias Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 • 
Anthony Ray Davis 
15432 Zaharias St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. , 
Registrant has not yet begun to lransact 
business under the ticlltious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Anlhony R. Davis 
. The filing of this statement does not of 
itsett authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business nama in violation of 
the rights of anOlher under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/27/00. 
I hereby cerlify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005650 
p.813, 8110, 8117, 8124 
The toliowing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
INLAND PACIFIC MORTGAGE 
4505 All State Drive, Suite 106 
Riverside, CA 92501 
RKM Reaify Group 
Calffornia Corporation 
CA 2115828 (Al#) 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Roberl K. McKernan 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in lhis slate of a 
f icrnious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statemenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/20100. 
: hereby certify that this copy is a cor• 
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005449 
p.813, 8110. 8117, 8124 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
MCKERNAN REALTORS 
4505 All State Drive, Suite 106 
Riverside, CA 92501 
RKM Realty Group 
California Corporation 
CA 2115828 (Al#) 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Roben K. McKernan 
The filing of this staiement does not ot 
Itself authorize the use,in this stale of a 
fictitious business name,in violation of 
the nghts of another under federal. 
state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement hied with thf County of 
Riverside on 07/20100. 
I hereby cenJ!y thal this copy is a cor-
rect copy• of ffM original statement on 
file in my Office. 
GARY L. o~so. County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 005448 
p. 813, Bil 0, 8117, 8124 
The lollow1ng person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
INFOGLAZE SYSTEMS 
375 Central Avenue #96 
Riverside. CA 92507 
lnfoglaze Systems 
375 Central Avenue #96 
Riverside. CA 92507 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Nataraj Heade 
The filing ol this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state. or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Stalement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07124/00. 
I hereby cerlify 1hat this copy is a cor-
rect copy of lhe original statemenl on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, Counly Clm 
FILE NO. 005518 
p.813, 8110, 8117, 8124 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HITMAN PERFORMANCE GROUP 
3728 Rosewood Place 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Justin Charles Humphery-Ude 
3728 Rosewood Place 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by 
lndivi<lual. 
Registranl has not yet begun ta transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Justin Humphery-Ude 
The filing of this statement does not of 
Itself authorize the use in this state cl a 
ficlttlous l:JuliMss name in violation of 
the rights ol another under lederaf, 
state, or common law (sec. 1-4-40 et. 
seq. b Ip code) • 
Stalement . filed with the County of 
Rlverslda on 07/27/00. , 
I heNby cenlfy that this copy is a cor-
rect copy cl the origr1al siatement on · 
Ille In my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County C_lerlc 
FILE NO. 005653 . . 
p.1113, 8/10, 8117, 8124 
The following person(s) is (are) dor,g 
buslnels as: 
MACK'S AIR CARE 
1382 Via Santiago ·c· 
Con>na, CA 92882-
Edward Augustus Mack 
1382 Via Santiago ·c· 
Corona, CA 92882 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transaci 
business under the flciltious business 
name(s) Usted above. 
sl ... Ed Mack 
The filing of this statement does not of 
ltseK authorize the use in this stale of a 
flctttious business name In violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b l,p code) 
Statement tiled with the County of 
Riverside on 07/05/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy cl the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L ORSO, County Cieri< 
FILE NO. 005086 
p.813, 8110, 8/17, 8124 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
K C DISTRIBUltON 
1130 Tripoli Street #4 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Kazuto Tominaga 
1130 Tripoli Street #4 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Chakarin Yoswattana 
1258 Mohave Drive 
Cohen, CA 92324 
This business is conducted by a 
General Parlnership. 
Regisirant has not yet begun 101ransact 
business under the fictitioos business 
namels) listed above. 
s/ ... Kazuto Tominaga 
The filing of this statement does not of 
~se tt aulhorize the use in this state of a 
ftetitious business name in violation of 
the rights cl another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
.Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/27/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rec, copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005664 
p.813, 8110, 8117, 8124 
The following personls) is (are) doing 
business as: 
JC VISION TRUCKING 
12e 17 Shiray Ranch Rd. 
Moreno Valley. CA 92553 
Jack Edward Haupt 
12817 Shiray Ranch Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Kathleen Margareta Haupt 
12817 Shirey Ranch Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
lndiv<luals -- Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not ye1 begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above. 
s/ ... Kathleen M. Haupt 
The ti ling of this statement does not of 
itsett authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights ol another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement f iled with the County of 
Riverside on 07/21/00. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk 
FILE NO. 005483 
p.8/3, 8110, 81.17, 8/24 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
buslness as: 
BAKERY EL RESPLANDOR 
4561 La Sierra Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Vie1orino Nunez 
10693 Wells Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Magdalena Sof ia Nunez 
10693 Wells Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92505 
This business is conducted by 
Individuals -- Husband & WHe. 
Registrant has not yet begun to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) l isted above. 
s/ ... Vie1orino Nunez 
The filing of this statement does nOI of 
itsett authorize the use in this state of a 
fie11tious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statemenl filed with the County of 
Riverside on 07/27/00. 
I hereby cenify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy Of the original statement on 
file in m~ office. 
GARY L. ORSO, County Clelk 
FILE NO. 005710 
p.8/3, 8/10, 8/17, 8124 
Notice of Petition 10 Admlnlater 
Eatate 
, Cae No.: 078040 
Ralph Talley 
6017 Acacia Street 
Los Angeles, CalHomia 90056 
Superior Cour1 of Calttomia, County cl 
Riverside 
4050 Main Street 
Riverside, Calffomla 92501 
Estate of All ie Louise Teny 
1. To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, 
contingent creditors, and persons who 
may olh8fWise be interested in the will 
oestate, or both, of Allie Louise Terry. 
2. A Petition for Probate has been filed 
by Aalpl1 Talley in the Superior Court of 
CalHomla, County of Riverside. 
3. The Peiltion for Probate requests 
thal Ralph Talley be appointed as per-
sonal representative to administer the 
esiate of th• decedent. 
The Petition requests the decedenl's 
will and codicils, H any, be admitted to 
probate. The will and any codicils are 
available for examinalion in the file kept 
by the courl. 
The Petition requests authority to 
administer the estate under the 
Independent Administration ol Estates 
Act. (This authority will allow the per-
sonal representative to lake many 
actions without obtaining court 
approval. Before taking certar1 very 
important actions, however, the person-
al representative will be required to give 
notice to inlerested persons unless they 
have waived notice or consented to the 
proposed action.) The Independent 
administration authority will be granted 
unless an interested person files an 
objection lo the petition andshows good 
cause why the court should noi grant 
the authority. 
6. A Hearing on the peti11on will tie held 
on September 15, 2000, 9:00 AM, Dept. 
8 
Petilioner Ralph Talley 
6017 Acacia Street 
Los Angeles, CalHomia 90056 
p. 81.3, 8110, 8117, 8124 
OWNER: San Bernardino Ci(Y U nifiec School District 
PROJECT: C hilled Water Central Plant Equipment Replacement Riley 
Elementa ry School 
San Bernardino, California 
ENGINEER: Nack & Pezeshki Engineering 
300 Carlsbad V illage Drive, Suite 205 
Car1sbad, CA 92008 
760/720-1205 
Notice is hereby given that the San Bernardino C ity Unified School 
. District (S.B.C .U.S.D.), of San Bernardino County, California, here-
inafter re fe rred to as the "Owner," acting by and throug h its Governing 
Board, Is inviting bids for Bid No. 17-00, Chilled Water Central Plant 
Equipment Replace ment and Energy Management Control System at 
Riley Elementary School, 1266 No rth "G" Street, San Bernardino, CA 
92405. 
All bids shall be lump sum basis; segregated bids wi ll not be accep ted. 
B ids shall be submitted on the form furnished by the O wner. Bids shall 
be received in the office of the Purchas ing Department, Board of 
Education Build ing , 777 North "F" Street, San Bernardino , CA 9 241 o, up 
to but not later t han the Bid Deadline of 2 :30 p .m., August 24, 2000. 
Bids received after this t ime will not be accepted. All b ids and docu-
mentation shall be opened a nd publicly read aloud at specified closing 
lime. 
Bidding Documents may be examined at the following locations: 
Nack Pezeshki 
Engineering 
300 Car1sbad Village Drive 
Suite 205 
Car1sbad, CA 92008 
760/720 -1205 
San Bernard ino C ity Unified School 
District 
Building SeNices Department 
956 W. 9th Street 
San Bernardino , C A 92411 
909/38B-6100 
Copies o f the Bidding Documents may be obta ined at the Engineer's 
oHice. Each p rime bidder may obtain up to three (3) sets o f B idding 
Documents is acco rdance with the Instructions to B idders upon deposi1-
ing the sum S75,00 (non-refundabte) for each set of documents, check 
made out to San Bemardio C ity Unified School District ; no cash. 
Additional sets a nd sets to non prime bidders may be purchased from 
1h e Engineer at a cost of $75.00 (non-refundable) per set. If requested, 
the E nginee r w ill mail sets of documents a t an additional non refundable 
fee o f twenty ($20.00) dollars per set, check made out to the Engineer. 
Each b id must car.form and be respons ive to the Contract Documents 
and shall be accom panied by the (1) Bid Bond or o ther security refe rred 
to in the Co ntrac tDocuments; (2) List of Proposed Subcont racto rs ; (3) 
Noncollusion Affidavit; and (4) Contractor's Quali lication S tatement. No 
b idder may withd raw his b id for a period of sixty (60) days after the date 
set for the opening of bids. 
The Owner has obtained from the Director of the Department of 
Industria l Relatio ns the general p revai ling rate of per d iem wages and 
the general rate for ho liday and overtime work in the locality in which the 
wo rk is to be performed fo r each c raft, c lassification or type of work 
needed to execute the C ontract. H oliday rates shall be paid as speci-
fied in the collective bargaining agreement applicable to each particular 
c ra ft, classification or typ e of wor1< employed on the project. Copies of 
schedules of ra1es so determined a re on file at the Owner's Building 
Sel\lices O ffice a nd are available to a ny interested party upon request. 
In accordance w ith S ect ion 1773.2 of the Ca lifornia Labor Code, the 
Contractor shall post a copy of the determination oi p revailing rate of 
wages at each job s ite. The schedule of per diem wages is based upon 
a working day of eight (8) hours. The rate fo r holiday and overtime worn 
shall be at time a nd one half. The Contractor and any subcontractor(s) 
shall pay not less t han the specif ied prevailing rares of wages to a ll 
worilers employed by them in the exec ution of the contract. 
In accordance with provisions o f Public Contract Code Section 22300, 
substitution of elig ible and eq uivalent securities for any monies w ithheld 
to ensure performance under this contract w ill be permitted at the 
request and expense of the Contractor. 
Each prime b idder shall possess at the t ime this contract is awarded an 
ac tive C lass B General Builder Cont racto r's l icense and a Class C -20 
Air Cond ition ing Contractor 's license p ursuant to Public Contract Code 
Section 3300. The successful bidder must maintain the active status for 
the license throughout the duration of this contract. 
'A mandatory P re-Bid Site W alk-Through w ill be held at R iley 
Elementary School on Augus\"11 , 2000, a t 9:00 a.m . General contract 
bidders and subcontract b idders are required to attend. 
The Owne r rese N es the right to reject any and all bids or to wa ive irreg-
ula rities in a ny bid . 
David S. Bail 
A ssistant Superintendent Business SeNices Division 
San Bernardino C ity Unif ied School District 
San Bernardino County, State of California 
p. 813 
NOTICt:,OF REQUF.ST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS ., 
Not ice is hereby given that pr oposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality M anagem en t District, 2 1865 E. Copley Drive, 
Diamond Bar, CA 9 1765 for t he followin g: 
Bid No. 
P2001-02 
P2001 - 12 
P2001 - 13 
Q2001-01 
Title 
A udit AB 2766 Fee R evenue 
Recipients for Fisc al Y ears 199 7-98 
and 1998-99 
Assistance with C oordin ation of 
I nternational Conference on Air 
Small B usiness Financial C onsu ltant 
for A i r Quality Assistance F und 
Pre-Qualify Vendors for Printing 
Services 








(909) 396- 3 I 94 
8/29/00 
8/25/00 





(909) 396 -3215 
Pete Cotto 
(909) 396 -3620 
PERSONS ATTENDING THE BIDDERS' CONFEREN CE SHOULD.CONFIRM THEIR ATTENDANCE BY CALLING T HE CONTACT 
PERSON. BIDS WILL N OT B E A CCEPTED FROM A N YON E NOT ATTENDIN G THE MANDATORY BIDDER S' CONFERENCE. 
THE RFPs/RFQ may be obtained throug h the I nternet at : 
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfpl 
I f you have q uestions or w ould l ike a copy of the RFPs/RFQ mailed to you , te lephone the contact person. 
It is the policy of the A Q MD to en sure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses, w o men-owned businesses, d isabled veteran-
owned businesses and small businesses have a fair and equitabl e opportuni ty to compete for and parti cipate in A Q MD contracts . 
Leticia De La 0 
Purchasing Supervisor 
p. 7127, 8/3 
,;_ 
